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Abstract 

We have studied magnetic thin films for voltage controlled magnetic tunnel junctions 

(MTJs) by advanced scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and density functional 

theory (DFT) simulations. MTJs are the prototypical spintronic device and manipulation of 

magnetism by electrical means is among the most promising approaches to novel voltage-

controlled spin electronics. Compared with the present metal-oxide-semiconductor devices, 

voltage-controlled spintronics have great advantage of reducing power consumption and 

enhancing processing speed. The voltage controlled magnetic effect can be achieved across 

many different materials systems, such as voltage-induced magnetization phase transitions, 

electric-field control of coercivity and electric control of magnetic anisotropy, all of which 

depend on high-quality thin films with minimum crystallographic defects. 
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Cr2O3 is antiferromagnetic in bulk but ferromagnetic on the (0001) surface. Bulk Cr2O3 

has two degenerate antiferromagnetic states with opposite (0001) surface spin polarization. As 

Cr2O3 is also magnetoelectric, the degenerate antiferromagnetic states can be lifted by 

manipulating the free-energy gain ΔF = aEH . Therefore, the surface ferromagnetism can be 

controlled by changing the sign of applied electric field. Compared with bulk Cr2O3, high 

leakage current, low breakdown voltage, low magnetic ordering temperature and high EH 

products to observe magnetoelectric effect are commonly observed in Cr2O3 thin films. Hence, it 

is essential to understand the film microstructure and its relationship to the substrate conditions. 

We have observed vertical grain boundaries in Cr2O3/Al2O3 systems that are related with a 60° 

in-plane rotation by diffraction contrast TEM image. STEM as a function of scattering angle 

points out a simultaneous 1
3� [101�0] basal plane shift. Local boundary electron energy loss 

spectroscopy (EELS) shows a pre-peak on the O K-edge arising from unoccupied O 2p states, 

indicating a reduced bandgap along the boundary that provides potential breakdown paths in 

Cr2O3 thin films. 

B doping of Cr2O3 is known to increase the Néel temperature. B was found to form either 

BCr4 tetrahedra or BO3 triangles in the Cr2O3 lattice, with σ∗ and π∗ bonds exhibiting different 

energy loss features. Modeling the experimental spectra as a linear combination of simulated B 

K edges reproduces the experimental π∗  / σ∗  ratios for 12 to 43 % of the B in the sample 

occupying BCr4 sites. Simulated BCr4 fraction / total B as a function of oxygen partial pressures 

supports the EELS results and indicates further increase of Néel temperature can be achieved by 

optimizing oxygen partial pressures.  

We also investigated the GdOx/Co/Pt systems, in which the voltage effect comes from 

the oxygen migration through the Co layer to the Co/Pt interface. Hybridization between O 2p 
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and Co 3d states modifies the energy of Co 3d orbitals, introducing crystal field effects that favor 

3d orbital anisotropy. STEM EELS were performed to study spatial oxidization heterogeneity by 

voltage-induced oxygen migration in 4 nm Co films that results in tunable perpendicular. Depth 

profiles of oxygen migration under applied voltage histories, as well as the structural origin of 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) is revealed. Particularly, an intermediate PMA state 

was achieved by a combination of negative and positive voltages, with residual CoOx at Pt/Co 

interface and abrupt oxygen concentration boundary in the Co layer.   
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1. Introduction  

1.1. Spintronics 

For typical electronic charge circuit, only electron current is manipulated and electron 

spin does not matter very much. Spintronic device uses electron spins in addition to electron 

current. The integration of magnetic materials and impurities into electronic devices enables the 

use of the electron spin, as well as its charge, for carrying information. This new paradigm in 

information processing devices has been called “spintronics” in analogy to electronics.   

There are several spin structures and devices. Magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) is the 

prototypical spintronic devices, with recent process of the voltage controlled MTJ that 

significantly reduces power consumption. More details of MTJ are included in the following 

sections together with the introduction and application of magnetoelectric Cr2O3.  

Another typical spin structure is spin filter, which allows one to obtain highly spin 

polarized current from nonmagnetic electrode. The structure is similar to traditional MTJ, in 

which N/F/N junctions are generally involved. Here N is normal metal and F is a ferromagnet. 

The change in I-V curves in the N/F/N junctions depends on the magnetic field that changes the 

height of the N/F barrier, which is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.1. Electrons with random 

spin polarization will become spin-polarized current because the ferromagnet will generate lower 

tunneling barrier for electrons with one spin orientation and higher tunneling barrier for electrons 

with the other spin orientation. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic illustration of spin filter metal/ferromagnet/metal junction. Non-polarized 

electron current has random orientations of electron spins. When non-polarized electron current 

tunnel through the spin-filter barrier, the spin-split conduction band of ferromagnet will generate a 

lower barrier height for spin-up electrons and higher barrier height for spin-down electrons. This 

will result in highly spin-polarized electron current.1 

One pioneering materials involved in spin filter is EuSe, with the barrier height lowered 

by 25% at 2T.1 Recent process in spin filter design includes magnetoresistive double spin filter 

junctions,2 hybrid spin junction,3 spin filter Josephson junctions,4 etc. With recent development 

of nanomaterial, fundamental design with novel functionalities attracts research focus, like 

nanopillar spin filters.5  

Another scheme based on the idea of p-n junction, but the current is further modified by 

changing the spin polarization of the recombination centers. In a magnetic field, the current in p-

n junction depends on the recombination rate, which is a function of the relative orientation of 
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the spin of the carriers. This design is called spin diode. Several spin diodes devices include 

magnetic tunneling diodes, spin light-emitting diodes, resonant tunneling diodes, etc. Magnetic 

bipolar diode (MBD) combines two magnetic p-n junctions in series (as shown in Figure 1.2 for 

the graphene-based MBD), showing great potential in spin-dependent reflection and 

amplification. MBD has attracted great research focus recently.6–8 

 

Figure 1.2. Schematic illustration of graphene-based MBD. Magnetization of one or both GNR 

leads is controlled by external magnetic field. Current flows along z direction. (a) Under a positive 

bias, spin-down electrons can transport through the devices. (b) Under a negative bias, only spin-up 

electrons are allowed.9  

Aiming at integrating spin and charge transport, especially with the compatibility with 

traditional semiconductor devices, spin transistor is among the most promising spin devices. 

Several important spin transistor designs are widely studied, including field effect spin transistor, 
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spin hall effect transistor, magnetic bipolar transistor and hot electron spin transistor.10 Figure 1.3 

is a typical field effect spin transistor, in which ferromagnetic source (S) and drain (D) are used 

with ferromagnetic dielectric (FMD). With an applied bias Vg that alters the exchange interaction 

of electron spin, the electrons collected by the drain can be manipulated.  

 

Figure 1.3. Schematic illustration of spin field effect transistors. A graphene channel (atomic model 

with circles and bonds) is utilized with ferromagnetic gate dielectric (FMD) and source (S) and 

drain (D). When electron current flows through the channel, the spin orientation will be reversed 

due to the exchange interaction with the FMD, resulting in a suppressed conductance state. Applied 

bias Vg will manipulate the exchange interaction that changes the spin rotation and the conductance 

state.11 

 With significant progress in recent years, a variety of new materials, must be found to 

satisfy different demands, such as magnetoelectric, ferromagnetic semiconductors and half-

metallic ferromagnets. On the other hand, deep understanding of structure-property relationships 

is necessary for the design of new materials.12–15  
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1.2. Spin torque transfer magnetic random-access memory with perpendicular magnetic 

anisotropy 

 Using spin-polarized current to manipulate magnetism is an active area of magnetic 

random access (MRAM) memory research. The switching of magnetization by spin transfer 

torque (STT) effect is among the most promising methods toward non-volatile and low-power-

consumption information storage techniques. Magnetic anisotropy is one specific direction of the 

magnetization that is energetically preferred, which is crucial in the STT-MARAM devices.16  

Generally, spin-polarized tunneling current is applied to switch magnetization in STT memory, 

in which ferromagnetic films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) is indispensable. 

For devices, low switching current and high thermal stability are of key importance, so exploring 

PMA materials with small magnetization and high anisotropy has attracted increasing interest 

recently.  

 To overcome in-plane shape anisotropy, one prominent way to achieve PMA is through 

strain engineering, in which magnetoelastic anisotropy is involved by lattice mismatch. This 

scheme is widely used in PMA Tm3Fe8O12 (TIG) thin films, where shape anisotropy is 

dominating because monocrystalline anisotropy of bulk TIG is weak. PMA appears in TIG film 

epitaxial grown on Ga3Gd8O12 substrate because of the strain effect.17 Another efficient way to 

achieve PMA is through interface coupling, such as Pt/Co superlattice.18–23 More recently, 

manipulating interface orbital anisotropy is getting increasing interest. For example, in Co/Al2O3 

systems, hybridization between O 2p and Cr 3d states modifies the energy of Co 3d orbitals, 

introducing crystal field effects that favors 3d orbital anisotropy. This is the cause of PMA in 

Co/Al2O3 system that Co–O interfacial bonding increases the asymmetry of Co 3d bands. Such a 
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strong band splitting leads to measurable PMA in spite of the weak spin-obit coupling of O 

atoms.18,24–32  

1.3. Voltage controlled spintronics 

1.3.1. Electrical manipulation of magnetism  

Remarkable improvements have been made on electronic devices based on current-

induced magnetization switching, like the spin-polarized current in STT devices, further 

dramatic reduction in switching power consumption can be achieved by using an electric field, 

instead of current. For the voltage-controlled switching scheme, power consumption is mostly to 

charge or discharge a capacitor, which significantly reduces the energy dissipation compared 

with that in STT devices.33  

There are several systems in which voltage induced magnetism switching can be 

achieved. The first one is the indirect electric effect, which is generally involved with 

piezoelectric and magnetoelastic coupling systems, in which electric field is applied on 

piezoelectric layer with elastic deformation coupled to magnetoelastic films. In this way, 

magnetic state can be manipulated by electric field. 

More direct electric field control lies in the magnetic phases or anisotropy, which was 

firstly realized in metastable ferromagnetic semiconductor (In,Mn)As,34 where Mn not only 

provide magnetic moment but also hole acceptor. The holes and local magnetism interact 

through the p-d exchange interaction that gives rise to ferromagnetism.35,36 The magnetic phase 

transition can be manipulated by changing the hole concentration. Another example comes in 

manipulating the coercivity from varying the magnetic anisotropy. This is confirmed by 

experiment electric field induced stochastic magnetization switching from electric field 

dependent magnetocrystalline anisotropy.37   
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1.3.2. Traditional magnetic tunnel junctions 

Figure 1.4 (a) is a traditional MTJ. Two conducting ferromagnetic layers are separated by 

a thin non-magnetic dielectric layer with a thickness ranging from several angstroms to a few 

nanometers. Electrons can tunnel through the dielectric layer, forming electrical conduction. 

During the tunneling process, electrons preserve their spin orientation, which means that 

electrons can only tunnel into the subband of the same spin orientation. The tunnel conductance 

is proportional to the product of the density of states (Fermi level) of the same spin orientation of 

the two conductive ferromagnetic layers.38 Therefore, parallel magnetization configuration of the 

two electrodes will have low resistivity while the antiparallel configuration will have high 

resistivity. Practically, one of the ferromagnetic layers has very high magnetic coercivity, or is 

coupled with an antiferromagnetic pinning layer. This layer is called hard magnetic layer, as 

magnetic moment is fixed. The other ferromagnetic layer is of low coercivity, and magnetic field 

can be applied to flip its magnetism to switch the MTJ between the antiparallel configuration and 

the parallel configuration.  

  
Figure 1.4. Schematic drawing of (a) traditional MTJ. Electric current is generally used to 

manipulate the magnetic state of the free layer, with parallel and antiparallel configurations that 

results in different conductance. (b) and (c) are voltage-controlled MTJ with parallel and 

antiparallel configuration induced by two antiferromagnetic parameters. 
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1.3.3. Cr2O3 based voltage controlled magnetic tunnel junctions 

 In voltage controlled MTJ, magnetism of free layer is manipulated by purely switching 

electric field. This scheme is achieved across a number of different material systems, such as 

voltage-induced magnetization phase transitions39 in magnetic materials, electric-field control of 

coercivity40, and electric control of magnetic anisotropy41. Among them, electric control of the 

boundary magnetism through magnetoelectric antiferromagnetic insulator is the most frequent 

choice for voltage controlled MTJ.  

 One popular material is Cr2O3. Cr2O3 is a magnetoelectric antiferromagnetic insulator 

with parallel magnetoelectric susceptibility 𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  = 4.13 psm-1. Bulk Cr2O3 has a corundum 

structure with R3�𝑐𝑐 space group and belongs to 3′�𝑚𝑚′magnetic point group with easy axis of 

magnetism along [0001] direction. (0001) plane contains Cr in a zigzag arrangement with 

uncompensated ferromagnetism, which means that the topmost (0001) surface of Cr2O3 has a 

ferromagnetic order while the bulk keeps antiferromagnetic. In 2005, Pioneering research 

explored the magnetoelectric annealing (system is cooled to Cr2O3’s Neel temperature in the 

simultaneous presence of E and H) effect onto the sign of exchange bias field through boundary 

magnetism of Cr2O3,42 Magnetoelectric annealing changes the sign of exchange bias field 

through the experiment control of the field product EH. The physical mechanism is based on the 

phenomenon of boundary magnetization emerging at the interface of Cr2O3 through selecting one 

of these two 180˚ degenerate antiferromagnetic domains by exploiting the free-energy gain 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 =

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎, as shown in Figure 1.5.  
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Figure 1.5. Ferromagnetic/Antiferromagnetic (Cr2O3) bilayer. (a) and (b) are single domained 

antiferromagnetic layer with opposite applied electric field for magnetoelectric field cooling 

process.42  

Later in 2010, isothermal switching of boundary magnetization was reported exploiting 

the magnetoelectricity in nonlinear regime.43 If the product of E and H is over critical threshold 

|𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎|𝑐𝑐 , isothermal electric switching between the two180˚ antiferromagnetic states can be 

achieved. Usually, surface roughness will vanish boundary polarization, which is the case for 

most antiferromagnetic materials. For example, (001) surface step terraces of conventional 

antiferromagnet Cr create different local spin polarization that cancels out net boundary 

magnetization.44 However, (0001) surface of Cr2O3 is always semi-layer of Cr with parallel spins 

(blue atoms in Fig. 2) because of the charge neutral effect.45 Boundary ferromagnetic 

magnetization of Cr2O3 is insensitive to surface roughness. This amazing property makes Cr2O3 

able to show surface roughness insensitive and isothermal switchable boundary magnetism at 

room temperature, as shown in Figure 1.6.  
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Figure 1.6. Spin configuration of Cr2O3 single crystal with rough (0001) surface with single 

antiferromagnetic domain. Boundary ferromagnetism is insensitive to roughness.43  

 The magnetism of the coupled free ferromagnetic layer can be manipulated through the 

exchange interaction, which is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.4 (b) and Figure 1.4 (c) 

where arrows indicate spin configurations in Cr2O3 layers view along the [112�0] zone axis.  

1.3.4. Current challenges of Cr2O3 

1.3.4.1. Large deviation of bulk electric and magnetic properties of Cr2O3 films  

 Although bulk Cr2O3 has these excellent properties, Cr2O3 thin film is required for device 

applications. There is great difficulty in fabricating good quality Cr2O3 thin film with comparable 

bulk electric and magnetic properties. One of the challenges is the low electric breakdown 

voltage of Cr2O3 thin films. For voltage control schemes, it is rather critical as high voltage will 

be applied for isothermal switching. Since the first report of magnetoelectric cooling control of 
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antiferromagnetic domains in 200542 and isothermal electric control of exchange bias43 of bulk 

Cr2O3 single crystal in 2010, electric control of Cr2O3 boundary magnetization was first achieved 

for a 250 nm thick Cr2O3 film system through magnetoelectric field cooling.46 Small electrode 

size (35 mm2) was selected to avoid electric conduction through defects in Cr2O3. Isothermal 

electric switching of magnetization requires much higher EH. In 2015, isothermal switching was 

first achieved for a 500 nm thick Cr2O3 with even smaller electrode size (0.04 mm2).47 Compared 

with the former study46, the electric breakdown voltage of the prepared 500 nm thick Cr2O3 film 

has more than one order of magnitude increase up to 200kv/mm. However, this value just comes 

to 20% of the breakdown voltage of bulk Cr2O3. To date, there is no prepared Cr2O3 films which 

come close to bulk dielectric properties. Increasing the thickness Cr2O3 films and reducing the 

size of electrode is always utilized to locate area of Cr2O3 film with better dielectric property 

available for the laboratory exhibition of the magnetoelectric effect. In addition, large H (up to 

10 kOe) was applied in order to reduce the simultaneous applied electric field to a value lower 

than the electric breakdown voltage of prepared Cr2O3 films, as the switching is induced at a 

threshold of the product |𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎|𝑐𝑐 . However, for devices, Cr2O3 film is better at a thickness of 

nanoscale to reduce the total applied voltage and increase switching speed.43 For practical 

consideration, it is desirable to reduce magnetic field smaller than the coercive filed of the soft 

ferromagnetic layer in order to reverse the exchange bias field and ferromagnetization of the soft 

ferromagnetic layer, the result of which will increase the demand of large electric field, as well 

as Cr2O3 thin film with extremely high quality.  

 Another challenge for growing Cr2O3 thin films is to keep bulk magnetic properties. 

Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility of a 1000 nm thick Cr2O3 MBE films was 

quite different to that of bulk Cr2O3.48 As far as we know, the increment of magnetic 
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susceptibility at Neel temperature for the best prepared Cr2O3 thin film was only half that of bulk 

sample.46 In addition, the threshold of the product |𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎| required to observe magnetoelectric 

effect of Cr2O3/ferromagnetic system is 10 times46 and 250 times47 higher than that of bulk for 

magnetoelectric field cooling process and isothermal process, respectively. This also gives rise to 

a practical issue if the electric switching of Cr2O3 films requires extremely large magnetic and 

electric field. Oxygen defect48 and off-stoichiometry46 of Cr2O3 were proposed to explain such 

deviation from bulk magnetic properties, but the detailed mechanism is still unknown. Besides, 

sixfold rotation symmetry (along c-axis) of threefold bulk Cr2O3 was widely reported for almost 

all prepared Cr2O3 films.49–52 It suggests co-exist domains in Cr2O3 thin film, which might lead 

to different magnetic sublattice on the (0001) surface. The amplitude of boundary magnetism 

might highly depend on the ratio of different phases in Cr2O3 thin film.50 This could be the 

reason that some prepared Cr2O3 thin films have no observable magnetoelectric effect even with 

applied electric field approaching electric breakdown value.53   

1.3.4.2. Increasing Néel temperature 

 In order to tune voltage-controlled switching of Cr2O3 antiferromagnetic domains toward 

device applications. Néel temperature of Cr2O3 thin film needs to be increased more than 50K 

(Néel temperature of bulk Cr2O3 is 307K). There are two prominent ways to increase the Néel 

temperature of Cr2O3 thin film. One is to use strain to increase antiferromagnetic exchange 

between Cr3+ ion by orbital overlap. Despite the controversial results,54 dramatic increase of 

magnetoelectric susceptibility has been achieved. However, strain engineering requires 

nanoscale thick of epitaxial film well below the critical thickness, which is even greater 

challenge because of the current electric breakdown problem of Cr2O3 films.   
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 The other way to achieve this goal is doping. Boron substituting for Oxygen will increase 

the exchange energy of Cr spins and thus reinforce antiferromagnetic order of Cr2O3. The Neel 

temperature increases roughly 10% by 1% Oxygen site substitution with Boron atoms, which is 

both theoretically and experimentally confirmed.55 Challenging of the Boron doping scheme is 

the precise control of B site occupancies in the Cr2O3, as B could potentially substitute for Cr or 

occupy the interstitial sites. Besides, As Boron atom is extremely small, the Boron migration to 

interface or grain boundaries might be significant even at the temperature below Néel 

temperature. 

1.4. Experiment and simulation methods 

1.4.1. Scanning transmission electron microscopy  

 The typical concept of Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is illustrated 

in Figure 1.7. electrons are accelerated and focused to a sub-angstrom spot by objective lens onto 

a thin slab of material. The electron probe is scanned over the sample and the transmitted 

electrons are then collected with an annular or disk detector, with the collected intensity recorded 

as a function of the probe position. Therefore, contrast mechanism depends on the choice of 

detector. For the high angle annular dark filed (HAADF) detector generally used in this study, it 

mainly collects high angle electron scattering which is predominantly Rutherford scattering 

(incident electrons experience almost full nuclei potential), with cross section proportional to the 

square of the nuclear charge. This makes HAADF images incoherent and directly interpretable 

with respect to atomic positions and atomic numbers. Strain fields can generate quite strong 

contrast, which becomes dominating with decreasing detecting angles. Adjusting the detecting 

angle would mix contrast from strain field, which is always used to image strain field related 

structure defects, like oxygen vacancy.56  In addition, annular bright field (ABF) and bright field 
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(BF) are also used for STEM imaging. (Annular) bright field is generally defined when the outer 

detecting angle is smaller than the probe angle, which also generates rich chemical and physical 

information of the materials, especially light element.57–60 Although the bright field images are 

coherent which results from interference of many diffraction beams and sometimes less directly 

interpretable as bright field images depends strongly on sample thickness and defocus, 

companied with STEM simulation, reliable structure and chemical information can be extracted.  

 

Figure 1.7. Schematic illustration of STEM EELS.61   
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 The spatial resolution of STEM images is mostly limited by the electron probe size. The 

formation of the electron probe is from the acceleration of electrons from electron gun. So, the 

much smaller wavelength of the electron is essentially superior to that of optical sources in 

optical microscopes.  As indicated by the Broglie relation, the faster electron travels, the smaller 

wavelength it will have. This means that higher the accelerating voltage, the higher the resolution. 

This results in the advent of giant megavolt microscopes, but sample damage becomes major 

issues. Recently, great progress in the illumination systems comes from the correction of 

spherical aberrations that are able to form electron beams smaller than 100 pm. This probe size is 

about half the size of an average atom, which provide super-high spatial STEM resolution and 

signal to noise ratio,62 sufficient to resolve single atom in most samples with general operating 

voltage from 80 to 300 kV. 

1.4.2. Electron energy loss spectroscopy 

One important analytical signal from the transmitted electrons is the inelastic scattering, 

which arises when incident beam loses part of their kinetic energy by interacting with electrons 

in the materials. The inelastic scattered electrons are mostly low angles inside the cone of bright 

field that can be detected by an electron energy loss spectrometer(EELS). With angular detector, 

ADF image and EEL spectrum can be acquired simultaneously. This provide analytical 

investigation at the level of atomic precision. EELS probes the electronic structures by 

measuring the distribution of energy loss of the incident beam, which is mainly divided into three 

regions, zero-loss, low-loss, and core-loss as shown in Figure 1.8. Zero-loss peak has not 

undergone inelastic scattering. The full width at half maximum (FWHW) of zero-loss peak 

indicates the energy resolution of EELS.  After zero-loss peak, two main types of EELS are 

involved. The first one is low loss EELS, which is often defined by energy loss within 100 eV, 
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dominated by excitation of phonons and plasmons. The ratio of the zero-loss peak and the 

plasmon peak can be used to probe the thickness of the sample. The second one is the core loss 

EELS, which is associated with excitation of core level electrons deep inside to atoms to 

unoccupied states above the Fermi level. Each element has a different set of core level EELS 

edges, which can be used to identify the chemical identity of the atoms in the sample. For core 

loss, the fine structure EELS is always divided into two regions. The lowest energy feature of the 

fine structure EELS is called energy loss near-edge fine structure (ELNES). Further from the 

absorption edge is the extended energy loss fine structure (EXELFS), in which plural scattering 

start to dominate. As ELNES provides localized information regarding the chemical 

environment, coordination number, band structure and bonding characteristics. ELNES is mostly 

used in this study. 

 

Figure 1.8. Schematic of an EEL spectrum. 

 The EELS differential cross section, which can be described as the scattering probability 

into a solid-angle dΩ into an energy range dE, is given by 
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where 𝑎𝑎0 is Bohr radius, ϒ relativistic correction factor. |𝑖𝑖⟩ represents the initial core level states, 

|𝑓𝑓⟩  represents the final states,  �⃗�𝑞  is the scattering wave vector of the incident electron. It is 

possible to separate the differential cross section into a product of atomic-like matrix m that 

varies slowly with energy and angular momentum resolved density of state ρ𝐿𝐿. As energy loss in 

high energy transmission electron microcopy is low-q excitations, exp(𝑖𝑖�⃗�𝑞 ⋅ 𝑟𝑟) term can be 

replaced by the dipole operator �⃗�𝑞 ⋅ 𝑟𝑟 , and with dipole selection rule 𝑙𝑙' = 𝑙𝑙  ±1  ( 𝑙𝑙  is angular 

momentum) applied, the equation (1) can be expressed as 
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As a result, core loss EELS is related to electronic structures and local angular momentum 

projected density of states. Note that dipole selection rule tells that transitions with angular 

momentum quantum number changes by either plus and minus one is allowed. For example, for 

K shell excitations, only transition to p states is possible. For L shell excitations, transition to s 

sate and d state are both available. Remember that matrix element is also applied, L shell 

excitation to d state is always dominating due to much higher matrix element.  

1.4.3. Density functional theory 

Quantum mechanical calculation in solids generally involves solving Schrodinger 

equation (3), where the second term is from electron-nuclei interaction and the third term is 

electron-electron interaction. The problem of solving the Schrodinger equation exactly is 

computationally impossible due to the many body electron-electron interactions, as one can see 

many body electron-electron cross terms quickly increases with the number of electrons.  
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Modern method relies on density functional theory (DFT) to simplify the many-electron 

Schrodinger equation to Kohn-Sham equations 
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Where the second term is still from the nuclei, the third term stands for direct coulomb 

interactions between electrons. The forth term is the so-called exchange and correlation energy 

term, which is a function of a function (functional) of the electron density. For the choice of 

exchange correlation, one popular method is to assume that the electron density varies slowly 

enough that the exchange-correlation term for the solid can be replaced by the corresponding 

free-electron gas with the same local density, the local density approximation (LDA). Further 

corrections can be added by considering the gradients of the electron density, the generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA). 

1.4.4. Real space multiple scattering simulations 

 Spherically symmetric coulomb potentials are not well suited to the relatively flat 

potentials that characterize the bonding between atoms. One way to overcome this difficulty is to 

the muffin tin approximation. Atomic potential can be built by partitioning the material into 

atomic-like spheres around the atom sites called muffin tins, and an interstitial region in between. 

The Kohn-Sham equations are then solved separately in the two regions (augmentation), and the 

solutions are matched on the boundary, as illustrated in Figure1.9. It is assumed that the muffin 

tins are scattering centers for electron waves. The whole process is call muffin tin approximation, 

which is generally used as potentials set up in real-space multiple scattering Feff code. The 
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strength of the scattering is then given by phase shifts in a partial wave expansion, and the 

propagation from one site to the next is represented by a Greens function.  

 

Figure 1.9. Schematic illustration of muffin tin approximation. Reproduced from Mark D. Pauli, 

http://hermes.phys.uwm.edu/. 

 The general flow of EELS simulation in multiple-scattering Feff code starts with atomic 

potentials and phase shifts. Free atom potentials calculated using a relativistic Dirac-Fock atomic 

theory, treating the atoms as if they were isolated in space. Scattering potentials are calculated by 

overlapping the free atom densities in the muffin tin, and then including the self-energy ∑(𝑎𝑎) for 

excited states. Muffin-tin radii can be automatically calculated, which ensures that muffin tin 

spheres are non-overlapping and gives rises to self-consistent potentials from the electron density 

of states, electron density and Fermi level within small clusters. Several choices of ∑(𝑎𝑎) terms 

are included in Feff, with core hole effect included in the final state Hamiltonian. The choice of 
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∑(𝑎𝑎)  depends on material systems. For most solids, Hedin-Lundquist ∑(𝑎𝑎)  gives the most 

accurate descriptions. Core hole is usually treated by linear response screening (i.e., RPA) 

(approximation that is closer to the treatment in the Bethe–Salpeter equation (BSE)). Then 

multiple scattering Green’s function with potentials and phase shifts, and spectrum can be 

obtained. General flow of Feff code is shown in Figure 1.10. 

 

Figure 1.10. The flow of Feff code for EELS simulation. First, atomic overlap potentials are 

calculated by muffin tin approximation. Scattering potentials are also determined, with core hole 

potential included. Then, the angular momentum projected density of states is calculated. After 

that, scattering phase shifts and element matrix are calculated. Full multiple scattering EELS are 

done by obtaining full real space Green’s function for particular cluster size, and weighted by 

matrix elements. At last, output the spectrum.  
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2. Interface driven grain boundary in Cr2O3/Al2O3 systems 

2.1. Motivations 

 Compared with bulk Cr2O3, high leakage current,53 low breakdown voltage,46 low 

magnetic ordering temperature55 and high EH products to observe ME effect47 are commonly 

observed in Cr2O3 thin films. Hence, it is essential to understand the film microstructure and its 

relationship to the substrate conditions. 

 A lot of studies have been performed on Cr2O3 thin films. The growth and structural 

investigation of well-ordered Cr2O3 films have been done on various substrates such as Cu 

(100),63 Cu (110),64 Cu (111),65 Fe (001),66 Pt (111),67,68 Ag (111),69 Cr (110),70,71 W (100)72 and 

CrO2.73,74 Among them, Al2O3 (0001) is the most frequent substrate for the growth of Cr2O3 film 

due to its close lattice match. Several structure studies have been done on Cr2O3/Al2O3 thin film 

systems. By STEM and EELS studies, Cr2O3 thin film on Al2O3 substrate was shown to have 

sharp interface with almost no intermixing.75 According to the low energy electron diffraction 

(LEED) studies, Cr2O3 film on Al2O3 was shown to be almost in single domain with tiny amount 

of twin grains.76 Furthermore, XRD Ф-scan studies indicated the formation of twin domains 

which might result in different magnetic sublattices on Cr2O3 (0001) surface.77 The twin domain 

was again found by reciprocal space mapping (RSM), which also suggested that the Cr 

dislocation on the (0001) planes give rise to the twin grains in order to release stress and reduce 

surface energy.78 Up to now, based on those diffraction techniques (LEED, XRD, etc.) showing 

that the rotation axis of Cr2O3 along [0001] direction is threefold for bulk Cr2O3 while sixfold for 

Cr2O3 thin film, existence of twin grains on Cr2O3 (0001) surface is a consensus among a lot of 

studies. Instead of simple twin domains on (0001) surface, we found defect domains of Cr2O3 to 
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be at the interface due to different epitaxial relationship to the Al2O3 substrate. It also results in 

sharp vertical boundaries throughout the whole thickness of the film. Furthermore, density 

functional theory (DFT) calculation shows that the defect Cr2O3 grain is more likely to be the 

60° tilt grain, rather than twin grain.  

2.2. Experimental results 

2.2.1. Cr2O3 thin films on modified RCA etched Al2O3 

 Figure 2.1 is the TEM images of Cr2O3 thin film on non-etched Al2O3 along [112�0] zone 

axis of Al2O3 substrate. Figure 2.1(a) is the high resolution STEM image, showing coherent 

Cr2O3 film on Al2O3. Figure 2.1(b) is the TEM image of Cr2O3 thin film, in which the vertical 

grain boundaries can be clearly viewed along the growth direction. Figure 2.1(c) is the two beam 

condition dark field TEM image by selecting one of the (012) reflections of Al2O3 substrate. 

Grain boundaries are vertically aligned along the c-axis and through the whole thickness of the 

film. Figure 2.1(d) shows the zone axis selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern taken at the 

interface. Compared with bulk electron diffraction pattern of both Al2O3 and Cr2O3, the 

diffraction spots marked by the blue lines are from Al2O3 substrate, and the red lines are from 

Cr2O3 grain which grows epitaxially on the substrate. The yellow ones are the diffraction spots of 

the defect Cr2O3 phases.  
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Figure 2.1 Cross section (a) STEM image, (b) TEM image, (c) dark field image and (d) selected area 

diffraction (SAD) pattern of Cr2O3 thin film on non-etched Al2O3 substrate.  

2.2.2. Cr2O3 thin films on non-etched Al2O3 

Figure 2.2 is the TEM images of Cr2O3 thin film on the modified RCA etched Al2O3 

substrate along [112�0] zone axis of Al2O3. Figure 2.2(a) depicts the high resolution STEM image. 

The interface is very sharp with good epitaxy. Figure 2.2 b shows the TEM image of Cr2O3 thin 

film. The same vertical boundaries bonded by parallel fringes and inclined fringes can be seen.  

Figure 2.2(c) is the two beam condition dark field image taken by selecting one of the (012) 

reflections of Al2O3 substrate. Nearly periodic vertical boundaries aligned along the growth 

direction can be seen. The zone axis SAD pattern taken at the interface of substrate and the film 

is shown in Figure 2.2(d). Compared with Figure 2.1(d), diffraction from defect Cr2O3 grains 
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(yellow dashed lines) are highly reduced. However, we still see clearly vertical boundaries both 

in TEM and dark field images. 

 

Figure 2.2 Cross section (a) STEM image, (b) TEM image, (c) two beam condition dark field image 

and (d) SAD pattern of Cr2O3 thin film on the modified RCA etched Al2O3 substrate. 

2.3. Discussion  

2.3.1. HRTEM and moiré fringes 

Compared with the diffraction data of bulk Cr2O3 and Al2O3, the diffraction spots in 

Figure 2.1(d) matches well with the diffraction patterns of Al2O3 [112�0], Cr2O3 [112�0] and 

Cr2O3 [21�1�0] zones.79,80 For [21�1�0] and [112�0] zones in the rhombohedra Cr2O3, they are 60° 

rotated about the c-axis. TEM images (both Figure 2.1(b) and Figure 2.2(b)) show two typical 

fringes of Cr2O3 film. One is the inclined fringes that have good match with the fringes in Al2O3 

substrate. The other one is the fringe parallel to the interface. Those two fringes form the vertical 
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boundaries, which can be clearly viewed in the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image as shown 

in Figure 2.3(a). The inclined fringes (white lines) are well matched with Al2O3 and Cr2O3 (012) 

planes, whereas the parallel fringes (yellow lines) does not match any planes of Cr2O3. Different 

sample areas are also investigated, which all show the same fringe configuration on the boundary. 

As both the Al2O3 substrate and Cr2O3 film are hard and brittle, the TEM sample thickness from 

tripod polishing is more than 30 nm (measured using the log-ratio method from low-loss electron 

energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)). The parallel fringes are likely to be moiré fringes by the 

overlapping of Cr2O3 [112�0] and Cr2O3 [21�1�0]  grains through the TEM sample thickness. 

Generally, Moiré fringe is formed by the overlapping of two crystals with either different lattice 

spacing or crystalline orientation. In the reciprocal space, two overlap crystals that produce 

moiré fringes have a composite diffraction pattern containing two spots separated by a slight 

distance Δg. The interference of the electron waves from the two diffraction spots causes the 

moiré fringes. In Figure 2.3(b), diffraction pattern from two Cr2O3 zones are indexed (red for 

[112�0] zone and yellow for [21�1�0] zone) and typical Δg parallel to the growth direction is 

marked with white arrows. Figure 2.3(c) is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the HRTEM 

image in Figure 2.3(a). Different from electron diffraction, the FFT is a direct transform of 2D 

TEM image. FFT will not show two different sets of diffraction patterns, but rather display all 

Δg as additional g vectors (yellow circles in Figure 2.3(c)). The spacing of complex moiré 

fringes can be calculated by the expression below 

                                                           D = 𝑑𝑑1𝑑𝑑2

�𝑑𝑑1𝑑𝑑2θ2+(𝑑𝑑1−𝑑𝑑2)2
                                                            (5) 

 Where d is the interplanar spacing and θ is the angle of its rotation in radians. Here, d1, d2 

and θ are all obtained from bulk crystal data of Cr2O3. The spacing of moiré fringes is calculated 
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and summarized in table 2.1, as well as the experiment data obtained from FFT in Figure 2.3(c) 

that shows good match with calculated moiré distances. Besides, in HRTEM image, Figure 

2.3(a), one can easily see the dominant moiré distance from the shortest Δg (Δg2 and Δg3). 

Therefore, the observed parallel fringes in TEM images are the overlap of Cr2O3 [112�0] and 

[21�1�0] grains, and the planar boundaries are bonded by Cr2O3 [112�0] and [21�1�0] vertical grains. 

 

Figure 2.3. (a) High resolution TEM image of Cr2O3 on non-etched Al2O3, (b) SAD pattern of the 

corresponding area in Figure 2.3(a) with marked Δgs and (c) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of 

Figure 2.3(a). 

 

Table 2.1. Interplanar distance and crystal plane angles obtained from bulk Cr2O3, as well as the 

calculated and experimental moiré distance.  

2.3.2. Boundary model 

 On the other hand, the diffraction also shows excellent mirror symmetry (dashed blue 

lines in Figure 2.3(b)) that indicates the presence of twin boundary in the Cr2O3 film. In fact, 

Δgi g1 g2 d1 (nm) d2 (nm) θ (rads) calculated D (nm) experimental D (nm) 

Δg1 (022�) (22�2�) 0.205  0.205  0.622 0.33 0.33 

Δg2 (2�24�) (022�) 0.181  0.205  0.262 0.66 0.66 

Δg3 (2�22) (024) 0.205  0.181  0.262 0.66 0.66 

Δg4 (1�12�) (012) 0.363  0.363  1.130 0.32 0.33 
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twin domains were widely reported in the previous studies without considering the possible 60° 

tilt grain.49,51,52 However, as it is shown in Figure 2.3, the unique corundum lattice of Cr2O3 

makes the 60° tilt grain and twin domain indistinguishable simply from diffraction studies. 

Figure 2.4 is an atomic model of the 60° tilt grain boundary with cross section model on the top 

and plan view model in the bottom. It is a simplified model without considering any boundary 

reconstruction and basal plane shift. Cr atoms are large blue balls while O atoms are smaller 

balls with each color representing one of the six staking layers inside a single unit cell. The 60° 

tilt grain boundary shows mirror symmetry on either cross section or plan view projections. The 

only different is the spatial arrangement of O sublattice. Zone axis electron diffraction pattern of 

twin domain is simulated by JMES (top-right insets in Figure 2.4). Compared with the simulated 

diffraction pattern of the 60° tilt grain (not shown), no difference can be found. DFT calculation 

of Cr2O3 interface defect domain will be used in the following sections to distinguish the two. 
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Figure 2.4. Atomic model of 60° tilt grain boundary. The top right insets are simulated diffraction 

pattern of twin grains. Cr atoms are large blue balls, and O are smaller ballers with each color 

representing one of the six stacking layers inside one conventional hexagonal unit cell. 

2.3.3. Mapping of boundary density 

Figure 2.5 depicts the filtered FFT reconstruction by selecting only the additional g 

vectors (white and yellow circles in Figure 2.3(c)) in FFT. In this way, contrast from epitaxial 

Cr2O3 grain and Al2O3 substrate will be washed out. Only the area with overlap grains will show 

up in the image. In Figure 2.5, it shows that most boundaries in both Cr2O3 films begins at the 

interface and go through the whole thickness of the film. Besides, compared with Cr2O3 film on 

non-etched substrate, Cr2O3 film on RCA etched substrate has larger epitaxial grain size and less 

defect density. Here, it should be careful that the images in Figure 2.5 are traditional 2D cross 

section TEM images. It shows nothing about the real lateral grain size of 3D Cr2O3 films because 

more overlapping of the grains will appear with thicker TEM sample. The two TEM images in 

Figure 2.5 are from areas with similar TEM sample thickness, as it is measured by low-loss 

EELS in the top right insects (low loss spectrum is acquired beyond 200eV but only part of it is 

shown). It shows that two Cr2O3 samples have very similar thickness, and the sample of Cr2O3 

film on etched Al2O3 substrate is even thicker, which means the modified RCA etched sample 

has highly reduced defect density.  
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Figure 2.5. Filter FFT image reconstruction of Cr2O3 on RCA-etched Al2O3 (up) and non-etched 

Al2O3 (down). 

2.3.4. Interface misfit dislocation 

 Interface misfit dislocations are investigated for both Cr2O3 films to see how lattice 

mismatch strain is relaxed for different Cr2O3 films. Fig. 6 (a) shows the Cr2O3 film on the 

modified RCA etched substrate. Areas free from grain boundaries are selected for dislocation 

studies. Each of the misfit dislocations can be characterized by an extra (012) lattice plane in the 

Al2O3 substrate and is terminated at the interface. The spacing of two misfit dislocations is 12.9 

nm. Two different interface areas (not shown) are also studied that gives the spacing of 13.0 nm 

and 14.5 nm. The average spacing of interface misfit dislocations is about 13.5 nm. For a given 
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film/substrate system, the interface structure is determined by the magnitude of the lattice 

mismatch and how the lattice mismatch is accommodated. The necessary spacing of interface 

misfit dislocations for total compensation of the mismatch can be calculated by  

                                                                    d = 𝑑𝑑1𝑑𝑑2
𝑑𝑑1−𝑑𝑑2

                                                                     (6) 

 where d1 and d2 are interplanar spacing of Cr2O3 (012) and Al2O3 (012) planes. The 

theoretical misfit dislocations spacing for full relaxation of the lattice mismatch in case of (012) 

dislocations is about 8.4 nm. The experimentally determined spacing of 13.5 nm is much larger. 

The diffraction pattern (both in Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 2(d)) shows that the film is mostly relaxed. 

There might be residual stress that the elastic deformation of the film caused by the 

film/substrate mismatch is not enough to create strain energy that outmatches the energy for the 

formation of misfit dislocations. In this case, creation of further misfit dislocations stops, as the 

relief of strain energy is not sufficient to compensate for the dislocation line energy.81 On the 

other hand, as the vertical boundaries are right at the interface, they relaxed a considerable part 

of the interface mismatch strain. Similar misfit strain relaxation by columnar boundaries is 

widely reported.82 For Cr2O3 film on non-etched Al2O3 substrate, no interface misfit dislocation 

pairs are found within one single grain. Part of the reason is that, for non-etched Cr2O3/Al2O3 

sample, the grain size along the cross section projection is very small due to large boundary 

density. The distance of two vertical boundaries is typically less than 15 nm (yellow arrows in 

Fig. 6(b)). More importantly, it indicates that the vertical grain boundaries relaxed the most 

mismatch strain in Cr2O3 films on non-etched Al2O3 substrate. 
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Figure 2.6. Interface misfit dislocation studies of (a) Cr2O3 thin film on RCA-etched Al2O3 

substrate and (b) Cr2O3 thin film on non-etched substrate. 

2.3.5. DFT calculations 

 The projected augmented wave (PAW) method as implemented in the ab initio total 

energy program VASP (Vienna ab-initio simulation package) is performed for DFT calculation. 

The LDA method is used for Al2O3. For Cr2O3, LSDA+U is employed in its full spherically 

symmetric form to correct strong electronic correlation among localized Cr 3d electrons with 

parameters U = 4.0 eV and J = 0.58 eV, which provide excellent description of the bulk 

properties.83,84 The calculated lattice parameter for bulk Al2O3 and Cr2O3, as well as metal to 

oxygen (M-O) bonding distance, are in good agreement with experimental values, as listed in 

table 2.2. 
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 a (Å) c (Å) 1st nearest M-O(Å) 2nd nearest M-O (Å) 

Cr2O3 (simu.) 4.9394 13.5539 1.9586 2.0054 

Cr2O3 (exp.)80 4.9530 13.5884 1.9629 2.0123 

Al2O3 (simu.) 4.7340 12.9025 1.8466 1.9561 

Al2O3 (exp.)79 4.7605 12.9940 1.8550 1.9722 

Table 2.2. The calculated bulk Cr2O3 and Al2O3 lattice parameters  

 To model Cr2O3/Al2O3, we used a full conventional hexagonal unit cell of Al2O3 slab (6 

oxygen layers and 12 Al layers). One full unit cell of Cr2O3 is placed on the top of Al2O3 to 

model the coherent growth of either epitaxial or defect interface grains at the initial growth stage, 

as it is observed in the TEM images. 15 Å vacuum layer was used on the top of Cr2O3 cell. All 

the Al2O3 layers were kept fixed at their bulk positions except for the 3 topmost layers to model 

the semi-infinite crystal. All the Cr2O3 atoms were allowed to relax together with the 3 topmost 

Al2O3 atoms. A kinetic energy cutoff of 520 eV and 4×4×1 k-mesh were used, with the total 

energy of Cr2O3/Al2O3 converged within 0.001 meV/atom. The asymmetric construction of this 

model may cause artificial interaction across the vacuum due to surface dipole. However, dipole 

correction is not applied since the magnitude of the correction to the total energy was small. 

 For non-etched sapphire substrate, after high temperature annealing the surface 

termination is single Al layer, which is confirmed by both experiment and simulations.85–90 The 

single Al-termination is also very stable under various conditions.91 Based on the TEM results, 

all possible interface Cr2O3 domain structures are considered, including (a) Cr2O3 epitaxial 

domain, (b) c-axis 60° tilt domain, (c) twin domain, (d) 60° tilt grain with 1 3� [101�0] basal plane 

shift and (e) twin grain with the same basal plane shift. One conventional hexagonal unit cell (30 

atoms) of the domains from (a)-(e) are built on the top of semi-Al layer terminated Al2O3 cell. 

After lattice relaxation, the total energy (left y axis) is plotted in Figure 2.7, as well as the energy 
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difference to epitaxial domain (right y axis). It shows that domain (d) is much more energetically 

favorable over other defect domains, with an energy difference per interface atom ~0.27 eV 

higher than that of the epitaxial domain. This means that epitaxial growth of Cr2O3 on the Al-

terminated Al2O3 is dominated by (a) epitaxial grain, but also with some mixture of defect grain 

that is 60° rotated about the c-axis and shifted 1 3� [101�0] parallel to the basal plane. The result 

matches very well with our recent STEM EELS studies. Further details about the boundary 3D 

atomic structure, as well as local magnetic and electronic properties, will be reported in a 

forthcoming publication.  

 The modified RCA etching is more effective in removing organic residues, which will be 

helpful in reducing defect density because organic residues could serve as nucleation sites for the 

growth of defect grains. Besides, as far as the available area of typical STEM sample (about 200 

nm), the modified RCA etching seems to remove surface terrace of Al2O3 substrate and result in 

a much smoother surface (Figure 2.1(a) and Figure 2.2(a)). Both two could explain the highly 

reduced defect domains for Cr2O3 on etched Al2O3. On the other hand, it was widely reported 

that the surface termination of Al2O3, such as O-termination and Al-termination, play a great role 

in controlling defect domains of epitaxial films like ZnO, Cu and GaN,92–95 as it can significantly 

manipulate the formation energy of defect domains. The modified RCA etching will leave Al2O3 

with stable hydroxylgroups.96 After high temperature annealing, Al2O3 is assumed to be 

terminated by oxygen atoms.96 The same DFT calculation of all possible Cr2O3 domains on 

oxygen-terminated Al2O3 is done. However, it shows that the 60° tilt and shift grain has a total 

energy of 1eV per interface atom lower than that of epitaxial grain, which will result in a 

[2 1�1�0] /[11 2� 0] ‖  [0001]/[0001] epitaxial relationship. This obviously contradicts our 

experimental results. Here, we believe that there was complex surface reconstruction related to 
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hydroxyl groups during annealing, which gives a surface different from the simple oxygen 

termination. It is hard for us to know the exact surface structure of the RCA etched Al2O3 in this 

experiment, but it shows surface state a critical role in manipulating defect domains. Future study 

may help us understand the complex surface reconstruction of the modified RCA etched Al2O3 

substrate under such experiment conditions. 

 

Figure 2.7. Calculated Cr2O3/Al2O3 interface domains. Total energy (left y axis) and energy 

difference to epitaxial domain (right y axis) of Cr2O3 (a) epitaxial grain, (b) 60° tilt grain, (c) twin 

grain, (d) 60° tilt grain with half unit cell shift along one of the six <11𝟐𝟐�0> type directions on the 

basal plane (e) twin grain with the same basal plane shift. 

2.4. Conclusion 

 Systematic transmission electron microscopy and first principle calculations are done on 

the epitaxial growth of Cr2O3 films on the Al2O3 (0001) substrate. Planar boundary was found in 
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Cr2O3 films on Al2O3 (0001) substrate that preferably grows along the c-axis and throughout the 

whole thickness of Cr2O3 films. Al2O3 substrate with the modified RCA etching has Cr2O3 film 

with lower boundary density. The combination of electron diffraction, moiré fringe analysis and 

DFT simulation shows that the defect domain of Cr2O3 films is 60° rotated about the c-axis, plus 

a shift of 1 3� [101�0] parallel to the basal plane of conventional Al2O3 hexagonal cell. Al2O3 

surface state is critical in manipulating Cr2O3 interface phases, and future research is needed 

toward better understanding of the complicated surface reconstruction of Al2O3 after the 

modified RCA etching plus vacuum annealing.  
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3. Local dielectric breakdown along planar boundaries in Cr2O3 

3.1. Motivations 

 Magnetoelectric switching of Cr2O3 thin films is limited by dielectric 

breakdown.47,48,53,97,98 Bulk Cr2O3 has high dielectric breakdown field of 1000 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−1 . 

However, even with a small electrode size of 0.04 mm2 and thick Cr2O3 film of 0.5 µm, the 

highest reported dielectric breakdown field of Cr2O3 films is only 200 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−1 47. The 

breakdown field drops rapidly to 8 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−1 if electrode size increases to 35 mm2  and film 

thickness decreases to 250 nm.47,97 In addition, Cr2O3 films need much higher EH products to 

observe magnetoelectric switching than the bulk sample.46,47,98 The poor dielectric performance 

of these films was tentatively attributed to oxygen off-stoichiometry,46–48 but no detailed 

structural origin was offered. 

3.2. Experimental results 

3.2.1. ADF STEM as a function of electron scattering angles 

 The Cr2O3 films studied here were deposited onto a (0001) sapphire substrate held at 700 

˚C using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) under a base pressure of ~5x10-9 Torr. The PLD system 

is equipped with a KrF excimer laser having a wavelength of 248 nm, a pulse width of 20 ns and 

a spot size of roughly 6 mm2. A laser fluence of ~3.3 J/cm2 and a repetition rate of 10 Hz was 

used to ablate a ceramic Cr2O3 target of 99.8% purity. The target-to-substrate distance was held 

at ~9 cm. Cross section STEM sample is prepared by in-situ lift out using a Zeiss Auriga focused 

ion beam (FIB). For plan view sample, additional mechanical polishing on the (112�0) surface is 

done before FIB lift out. The final FIB milling voltage is dropped to 2 kV to minimize damage 

from implanted Ga. For both samples, the final milling is performed by a Fischione 1040 Nano 
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mill with accelerating voltage of 0.5 kV and an incident angle of 10˚. STEM imaging is 

performed on an FEI Titan with CEOS probe aberration corrector operated at 200 kV with a 

probe convergence angle of 24.5 mrad, spatial resolution of 0.08 nm, and probe current of ~65 

pA. 

 Figure 3.1(a) shows a low angle annular dark field (LAADF) STEM (35-150 mrad) 

cross-section image of the film along the [21�1�0] zone axis. LAADF STEM is sensitive to strain 

fields,99 so this image emphasizes the vertical strain as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The inset in 

Figure 3.1(a) is a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) STEM (84-165 mrad) image on one of 

the vertical strain lines. HAADF STEM is less sensitive to strain. The image intensity signal 

scales as 𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎 with 𝑎𝑎 ranging from 1.6-1.9, so this image is dominated by the high-Z cation sites, 

and the oxygen atoms are invisible. A planar boundary appears in the inset that is atomically 

abrupt and parallel to the c-axis. Most of the boundaries extend through the whole 115 nm thick 

Cr2O3 film. The grains are small, so the right hand side of the image may be complicated by two 

or more grains overlapping through the STEM sample thickness.  
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Figure 3.1. ADF STEM images of Cr2O3 c-axis boundaries. (a) LAADF (35-150 mrad) image 

showing the cross-section boundary distribution projected onto the [2𝟏𝟏�𝟏𝟏�0] zone axis. The inset is a 

HAADF (84-165 mrad) image of one of the c-axis boundaries. (b) Plan view HAADF (54-160 mrad) 

image of boundaries viewed along the [0001] zone axis. The inset shows a <11𝟐𝟐�0> boundary at 

higher magnification with an atomic model superimposed. (c) HAADF (84-165 mrad) image of non-

overlapping boundary atomic structure along [11𝟐𝟐�0] zone axis. The inset is the multi-slice STEM 

simulation based on the relaxed boundary structure. 
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 Figure 3.1(b) is a plan view HAADF STEM (54-160 mrad) image of Cr2O3/Al2O3 viewed 

along the c-axis. This intermediate range of scattering angles was selected to mix sensitivity to 

boundary strain field and Z-contrast of Cr sites on the boundary. The boundary planes are all 

parallel to the [0001] direction, so in plan view the boundaries are imaged edge-on as narrow 

bright lines superimposed on the Cr2O3 lattice. Most of the boundary planes are along the 

<112�0> directions of hexagonal unit cell. The Cr sublattice is undisturbed across the boundaries 

in this projection (top-left inset in Figure 3.1(b)). The bright contrast of the boundaries can be 

suppressed by increasing the STEM collection angles, demonstrating that it arises from strain, 

not chemical impurities, as shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure. 3.2.  HAADF of (a) super high scattering angle (112-135 mrad) and (b) relatively lower 

scattering angle (54-160 mrad).  

 Figure 3.1(c) shows a HAADF STEM (84-165 mrad) image of the typical boundary 

structure viewed along the [112�0] zone axis. The TEM sample in this region is less than 7 nm 

thick, measured using the log-ratio method from low-loss EELS, so unlike Figure 3.1(a), a single 

boundary is visible without overlap from other boundaries through the sample thickness. In order 
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to reduce electron damage during STEM experiment, a small dwell time of 10 µs pixel dwell 

time is used for HAADF imaging.  

 The inset in Figure 3.1(b) shows a model of the boundary constructed based on the plan 

view and cross section STEM images. Cr2O3 crystallizes in the corundum structure. Along the c-

axis, Cr occupies ABC repeating layers with two of them in between the same quasihexagonal 

close packed O layers. The ABC layers are marked by solid symbols with a different color for 

each layer. The white quadrangles are the conventional Cr2O3 bulk hexagonal unit cell of the 

domains on either side of the boundary. The boundary structure can be described as a 60˚ 

rotation about the c-axis (yellow dashed arrows), plus a shift of 1
3� [101�0] (black solid arrow) 

parallel to the basal plan to match the Cr plan view symmetry. More detailed boundary model is 

shown in Figure 3.3.  

 

Figure 3.3. Boundary atomic model on the plan view zone. Cr ABC c-axis repeating layers are solid 

balls with different colors, and the O atoms are not shown. The solid red tetragonal cell on the left 
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side is a conventional Cr2O3 hexagonal unit cell along the [0001] zone. The solid black tetragonal 

cell on the right is the defect Cr2O3 cell that is formed by a 60˚ rotation along the c-axis (dashed 

black tetragonal lines), plus a 𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏� [10𝟏𝟏�0] basal plane shift. Cr plan view symmetry is preserved 

across the boundary 

 The 1 3� [101�0] basal plan shift reduces the electrostatic cation-cation repulsion at the 

Cr2O3 / Al2O3 interface and lowers the interface energy.100 This basal plan shift originates from 

the stacking order of the corundum structure that moves interfacial metal atoms of defect 

domains to their neighboring oxygen octahedral sites, avoiding direct head-to-head contact with 

the underlying substrate layer. However, the basal plane shift also increases the boundary energy. 

The shifted boundaries are observed originating from the substrate in thin films because the 

interfacial energy dominates the boundary energy in the initiation stages of film nucleation and 

growth. We do not observe Cr2O3 c-axis boundaries without 1 3� [101�0] basal plan shift (simple 

twins) in thin film samples on Al2O3 grown either by pulsed laser deposition or molecular beam 

epitaxy. 

 We predict that boundaries of the type reported here may occur in other corundum 

crystals. Table 3.1 reports calculated boundary energies with and without the 1 3� [101�0] basal 

plan shift for several typical corundum crystals. The boundary energy is defined as 

                                                          𝑎𝑎𝐵𝐵 = −𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡−n𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏
2𝐴𝐴

                                                            (7)            

where 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 is total energy of the boundary super cell, 𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 is the energy of a single formula 

unit of corundum crystals in the bulk, n is the number of formula units, and A is the boundary 

area the in the supercell. Zero temperature total energies from VASP are used in place of free 

energies, assuming that pV and temperature-dependent electronic terms are negligible for 
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solids101. Detailed VASP DFT calculation methods will be included in the following section. 

Vibrational contributions can be substantial, but largely cancel when making comparison 

between perfect and defective structures.102 120-atom supercells were used in the boundary 

energy calculations. The smaller supercell size compared to our Cr2O3 calculation has the 

possibility of the two boundaries interacting due to the periodic boundary condition in the 

calculation, but the effect on the boundary energy is on the order of 0.01 𝐽𝐽 𝑚𝑚−2 in the Cr2O3 case, 

which is negligible compared with large energy difference between boundaries. The boundary 

energy in the bracket is the boundary without the 1
3� [10 1� 0] basal plane shift. The FM 

(ferromagnetic coupling) and AFM (antiferromagnetic coupling) labels are the corresponding 

magnetic coupling across the boundary plane if the spontaneous bulk magnetic order exists in the 

solid. The number in the third column is the energy ratio of the basal-plane-shift boundary over 

the non-shift boundary. Fe2O3, Ti2O3 and FeTiO3 have low boundary energies and an energy 

ratio similar to Cr2O3 level, which means they are good candidates to support the shifted 

boundary in thin films. FeTiO3 is complicated by the fact that there are two distinct cation charge 

orderings, Fe2+Ti4+ and Fe3+Ti3+. The charge re-distribution from Fe+2Ti4+ to Fe3+Ti3+ was 

evident in experiment.103 Besides, different magnetic phases are also available with very small 

energy differences on the order of 1 meV per formula unit. We use the Fe2+ FM state, which is 

the low energy state from DFT calculation104 and also observed by experiment105. For simplicity, 

the Fe2+ FM state is kept when the boundary is introduced.  The same boundary model is 

relatively less likely to exist in Al2O3 or Ga2O3 films as either the boundary energy or ratio are 

high.  
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Corundum crystals Boundary energy ( 𝑱𝑱 𝒎𝒎−𝟐𝟐) Ratio Method 

Cr2O3 2.12 FM (0.39 FM)  5.4 LSDA+U106 

α-Fe2O3 1.47 AFM (0.33 FM)  4.6 GGA+U107 

Al2O3 3.88 (0.31)  12.5 GGA 

Ti2O3 1.49 (0.17)  8.8 GGA 

α-Ga2O3 2.23 (0.19)  11.7 GGA 

FeTiO3 1.32 FM (0.46 FM)  2.9 GGA+U108 

Table 3.1. Boundary energy of several corundum-type crystals calculated by DFT. 

3.2.2. Boundary EELS  

 Figure 3.4 shows EEL spectrum image (SI) measurements of the electronic structure of a 

boundary in plan view. A large EELS acquisition time (2000 ms) per pixel was used to achieve 

acceptable signal-to-noise ratio in the spectrum, which reduced the spatial resolution to ~3.5 Å. 

Figure 3.4(a) is the SI STEM guide image with collection angles 52-114 mrad, showing a [112�0] 

oriented boundary. A 2×10 pixel SI was acquired across the boundary. The simultaneous 

acquired ADF image was shown in Figure 3.4(b), in which the c-axis boundary can be located 

from the brighter pixels in the middle. Based on the simultaneous ADF image, EELS signals of 

O-K edge and Cr-L edge (inset) on the boundary (1) and on either side of the boundary (2 and 3) 

are shown in Figure 3(c).  
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Figure 3.4. EEL spectrum image of Cr2O3 c-axis boundaries. (a) SI guide image with one of the 

<11𝟐𝟐�0> boundaries in the middle. (b) Simultaneously acquired ADF (52-114 mrad) signals. (c) O-K 

edge and Cr-L edge (inset) on the boundary (1) and either side of the boundary (2 and 3). (d) 

Simulated O-k edge of boundary and bulk Cr2O3. 

 For Cr-L edge, no observable chemical shift or change of the L2/L3 intensity ratio can be 

seen between the boundary and off-boundary areas, indicating that there is no detectable change 

of Cr oxidation state on the boundary. The two primary O-K peaks at ~530 eV and ~539 eV 

come from significant hybridization between oxygen 2p and Cr 3d and 4s orbitals.109,110 An 

additional pre-peak about 4 eV before the O2pCr3d hybridization peak appears only on the 

boundary. As the O-K edge reflects the portion of the conduction band projected onto O atoms, 

the additional peak is an indication of a reduced bandgap on the boundary arising from O 

unoccupied 2p states. A similar ~3 eV pre-edge onset at SiO2 is also related to a reduced 

bandgap.111 

3.3. Discussion  

3.3.1. DFT relaxation based on experiment STEM  

 The projected augmented wave (PAW) method112 as implemented in the ab initio total 

energy program VASP (Vienna ab-initio simulation package)113 is performed for spin polarized 
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lattice relaxation. Rotationally invariant in LSDA+U84 is employed  to correct the strong 

electronic correlation among localized Cr 3d electrons with parameters U = 4.0 eV and J = 0.58 

eV, which provide excellent description of the bulk properties of Cr2O3.83,84 A 240-atom 

boundary supercell is built according to the experiment results. A kinetic energy cutoff of 520 eV 

and 2×4×2 (4×8×4 for density of states (DOS) calculation) Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh were used, 

with the total energy converged within 0.01 meV/atom. Better convergence is computationally 

challenging for a large supercell in a spin-resolved calculation.  

 The magnetism in Cr2O3 is dominated by direct exchange between neighboring Cr states; 

superexchange plays no role in magnetism of Cr2O3.106 This was confirmed by neutron 

diffraction measurements, showing that exchange coupling within the nearest Cr shell is 

dominant.114,115 In our calculations, bulk antiferromagnetic order is assumed on both sides of the 

boundary. The boundary may be made either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic by switching 

the direction of the antiferromagnetism on either side of the boundary. The calculated energy of 

the ferromagnetic coupled boundary is 116 meV lower in energy per spin-flipped Cr boundary 

atom than the antiferromagnetic coupled boundary, which is comparable to the calculated 

exchange energy of bulk Cr2O3 of 120 meV.116 We have calculated only spin configurations with 

aligned or anti-aligned spins at the boundary, which seems reasonable as the boundary does not 

substantially modify the interatomic spacing. However, we cannot exclude more complicated, 

noncollinear spin arrangements at the boundary, as simulating such arrangements would require 

DFT supercells well beyond our computational capabilities. 

3.3.2. Surface spin polarization on the boundary  

 An initial model based on the STEM images was relaxed using spin-polarized first-

principle simulations. Different spin configurations were considered to find the magnetic ground 
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state (simulation details can be found in supplementary materials.) The relaxed structure is 

shown in Figure 3.5. Cr 6-fold plan view symmetry is marked by the purple dashed hexagon, in 

which a slight distortion of boundary Cr and O atoms along the c-axis can be seen. Such a 

distortion introduces a structure disorder along the c-axis, enhancing the ADF signal at 

intermediate range that can be well explained by Figure 3.1(b). The relaxed cross sectional 

boundary structure is shown at the bottom side of Figure 3.5 with different color of solid balls 

representing opposite spin moment of Cr. The corresponding multi-slice STEM simulation based 

on the relaxed boundary structure is shown in the middle inset of Figure 3.1(c). Excellent match 

between experiment and simulation can be seen. As the electrostatically stable charge-neutral 

surface of Cr2O3 is terminated by a semi-layer of Cr (horizontal black dashed line in Fig. 2)43, the 

surface net spin polarization is preserved across the boundary. The relaxed results showed a 

ferromagnetic coupling of Cr ions across the boundary, and compared with the antiferromagnetic 

coupling, ferromagnetic coupling is 116 meV lower per spin-flip of a boundary Cr atom. Thus, 

the boundary is not a domain wall in the bulk antiferromagnetism of the Cr2O3, and it does not 

disturb the surface magnetization utilized for exchange bias switching in devices.43 
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Figure 3.5. Relaxed plan (top) and cross section (bottom) views of the boundary structure. The 

black dashed circles in the plan view model mark the O atoms used in EELS simulations. The black 

dashed line in the cross section model is one of the termination layers (Cr semi-layers), showing the 

continuous spin polarization across the boundary.  

3.3.3. EELS simulation and boundary density of states 

 Electron energy-loss near-edge fine structure (ELNES) simulation is done by the self-

consistent multiple-scattering FEFF code117, with the Hedin–Lungqvist self-energy as the 

complex exchange correlation potentials for the final states. The core–hole effect is 

approximated using linear response screening (RPA). For O K-edge of bulk Cr2O3, excellent 

match between experiment and simulation can be seen (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6. Simulated ELNES (red solid circle) and experiment ELENS (black solid triangle) of 

bulk Cr2O3 along [0001] direction.  

 The boundary ELNES is calculated based on the relaxed boundary structure (Figure 3.5). 

In order to compare the simulated data with experiment, we combine the computed ELNES 

spectra from all boundary oxygen atoms (black dashed circles in Figure 3.5) along the beam 

direction inside one boundary super-cell, as well as 2 nearest boundary neighbors to account for 

the spread of the incident beam. The result is shown in Figure 3.4(d), along with the simulated 

bulk Cr2O3 and experimental boundary O-K edge. The pre-edge is well reproduced in the 

simulation from the boundary structure and not present in the simulation from bulk Cr2O3. As O 

pre-edge comes from a complicated hybridization of O2p and Cr3d orbitals that is sensitive to 

the local bonding environment, it provides additional corroboration for the boundary atomic 

model.  

 To determine where the O pre-edge is in the band structure, Figure 3.6 shows the total 

and partial density of states (DOS) of the boundary and bulk Cr2O3 calculated using DFT+U 
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method. The ~3 eV calculated bandgap of bulk Cr2O3 is slightly smaller than 3.4 eV 

experimental results,118 but in agreement with previous calculations.106,119 While EELS only 

shows unoccupied O2p states above the Fermi level, the calculated DOS shows that additional 

O2p states can be found both at the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum with 

strong hybridization with Cr3d orbitals. The calculated boundary bandgap energy is about 35% 

of the calculated bulk value. As all the complex electronic breakdown processes are generally 

related to electrons that gain sufficient energy from the applied field to cross the bandgap, 

breakdown voltage is roughly proportional to bandgap energy raised to a characteristic power.120 

Therefore, the c-axis boundaries with reduced bandgap energy in the Cr2O3/Al2O3 thin film 

system are local easy breakdown paths. However, the c-axis boundaries originate at the interface 

and not all of them extend to the top surface with increasing film thickness. This is the reason 

why breakdown voltage increases dramatically with increasing film thickness. For thick Cr2O3 

film, the breakdown voltage will reflect the portion of the thickness near the top surface that is 

free of boundaries.  
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Figure 3.7. Simulated total and partial DOS based on the relaxed boundary structure. DOS of bulk 

Cr2O3 is simulated in parallel for comparison.   

3.4. Conclusion 

 In summary, we have discovered planar boundaries in Cr2O3 thin films comprised of a 

60˚ rotation about the c-axis, plus a 1 3� [101�0] lattice shift. A detailed atomic model of the 

boundary structure reproduces aberration-corrected ADF-STEM images in two crystallographic 

directions as a function of scattering angle and fine structure on the O K-edge in EELS. The 
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boundaries do not interrupt the boundary magnetization that makes Cr2O3 useful for spintronic 

devices that depend on magnetoelectric switching, but it does result in a ~65% smaller bandgap 

than bulk, creating an easy path for dielectric breakdown in thin films. Careful engineering of the 

film / electrode interface will be required to create thin films capable of magnetoelectric 

switching. 
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4. Probing functional B dopant in B-doped Cr2O3 thin films 

4.1. Motivations and methods 

 Magnetoelectric Cr2O3 is the archetypical material for voltage-controlled boundary 

magnetism. Increasing magnetic ordering temperature of Cr2O3 attracts great interest recently, 

which is generally achieved by manipulating exchange interaction between neighboring Cr3+ ion. 

One of the prominent methods is through strain engineering with antiferromagnetic exchange 

adjusted by increasing orbital overlapping.121–125 The strain approach normally requires epitaxial 

growth of Cr2O3 thin films through lattice mismatch. This is unfavorable for devices and also 

challenging for the current dielectric deficiency widely observed in epitaxial Cr2O3 thin films126. 

On the other hand, Density functional theory (DFT) calculations predicted that B substituting for 

O to form BCr4 tetrahedra increases the exchange energy of neighboring Cr and the Néel 

temperature119, which has been confirmed in epitaxial B-doped Cr2O3 thin films.55 

Here, we use a combination of electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations to investigate the B-doped Cr2O3 film prepared by the same 

process in Ref 52.55 The synergistic EELS experiment and DFT simulations has been 

increasingly used as an analytical technique in revealing local structure and bonding 

characteristics.127–133 The experimental Néel temperature of the film is ~385 K, similar to the 

high B doping films in Ref 52. We found that some B substitutes for O to form BCr4 tetrahedra, 

but more of it substitutes for Cr or occupies interstitial sites to create BO3 triangles. BO3 

triangles are identified by manipulating the direction of the electron momentum transfer in the 

EELS experiment, which in turn changes the differential cross sections for 1s-π∗  and 1s-σ∗ 

transitions in B K edges.134–137 The functional BCr4 tetrahedra are identified by distinct K edge 

features and quantified by modeling the experimental spectra as a linear combination of 
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simulated B K edges from DFT relaxed structures. We estimate that ~70% of B occupies 

magnetically inactive BO3 sites. Details of the film growth, magnetometry measurement. 

4.2. Experimental results 

4.2.1. Experimental Néel temperature  

 Figure 4.1 shows the experimental Néel temperature obtained by temperature dependence 

of the weak magnetic moment using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), 

which follows the temperature dependence of the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature. The 

sample is field cooled (FC) by applying a large magnetic field (7 T) along the c-axis at 400 K 

and then cooled to 250 K in the presence of the applied magnetic field in order to select an 

antiferromagnetic single domain state. The field is then turned off and the magnet is quenched.  

Then the moment is measured while the sample is zero field heated (ZFH) from 250 K up to 400 

K. The Néel temperature of the B doped Cr2O3 thin film studied here is about 385K. 

 

Figure 4.1. Magnetic moment vs temperature of the B doped Cr2O3 thin film.  
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4.2.2. B K-edge EELS  

 Figure 4.2(b) is the high angle (54-160 mrad) annular dark field (HAADF) scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) image of the B doped Cr2O3/Al2O3 film along [112�0] 

zone axis. The HAADF signal scales as 𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎  with 𝑎𝑎  ranging from 1.6-1.9, so this image is 

dominated by high-Z cation sites (Cr in the film and Al in the substrate). Both O and B atoms are 

invisible. The sharp epitaxial interface and high crystal quality of the Cr2O3 film in Figure 4.2(b) 

show that B doping does not degrade the bulk structure of Cr2O3. The low-angle annular dark-

field (35-150 mrad) image in Figure 4.2(a) shows the c-axis planar boundaries we reported in 

undoped Cr2O3/Al2O3 films at roughly the same density.126  

 Figure 4.1(c) is an EEL spectrum image (SI) ADF guide image with the electron beam 

along [112�0] with collection angles at 52-114 mrad. The pixel dwell time was 800 ms, which 

achieves acceptable signal-to-noise ratio for the B K edge even at low B concentration. No 

visible electron damage was observed after SI measurements, and EEL SI measurements were 

conducted on boundary-free areas. A 7×75 pixel SI was acquired covering the whole 80 nm thick 

Cr2O3 film, with the B K edge intensity mapping superimposed. It shows a uniform distribution 

of B with no significant segregation. The doping level from quantification of the EEL spectra is 

about 1.2 × 1021 cm-3. The bottom spectrum in Figure 4.2(d) is the B K edge integrated from the 

Cr2O3 film in the SI, with plural scattering removed by Fourier-ratio deconvolution method.138 

Two primary peaks at 194 eV and 203 eV are typical feature of B sp2 hybridization, 

corresponding to 1s-π∗  transitions and a 1s-σ∗ transitions, respectively.134,135 Similar B K edge 

feature can also be observed in sp2 hexagonal BN.136,137 
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Figure 4.2. STEM EELS of B doped Cr2O3 films. (a) low-angle annular dark-field (35-150 mrad) 

image STEM image showing flat surface of Cr2O3 film, as well as columnar grains, (b) HAADF 

STEM showing the epitaxial Cr2O3/Al2O3 interface, (c) SI guide image with B K edge intensity 

mapping superimposed, (d) B K edges from plan view (top) and cross section (bottom) zone axis, (e) 

Schematic illustration of electron momentum transfer of 𝛑𝛑 bonds, (f) The proposed BO3 structure.   
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 Due to the significant directionality of unoccupied 2p states of the planar sp2 structure, B 

K edges have strong orientation dependence. A similar SI to Figure 4.2(c) was collected with the 

electron beam along [0001] (plan view geometry), and the integrated B K edge is shown in Fig. 

1(d). Compared to the [112�0] spectrum, the [0001] spectrum has significantly smaller  π∗ / σ∗ 

intensity ratio. This is inconsistent with B substituting for O in BCr4 tetrahedra, with B 2p 

orbitals in all directions, but it is consistent with B in BO3 triangles, which have σ bonds in plane 

and a π bound out of plane,134 as shown in Figure 4.2(f). Figure 4.2(e) shows the electron 

momentum transfer direction 𝒒𝒒 for our two EELS experimental geometries. With the large EELS 

collection angles used in this experiment, 𝒒𝒒 has a large component parallel to the π bonds along 

the c-axis when the beam is along [112�0], but 𝒒𝒒 has only a small component parallel to the π 

bonds when the beam is along [0001]. Souche has integrated the angular dependent EELS matrix 

element to obtain the differential cross section for 1s-π∗ transition and 1s-σ∗ transition in the B 

sp2 geometry, i.e., 2spxpy (σ) bonding and pz (π) bonding, and shown that the σ∗ and π∗ peak 

intensities are proportional to the projection of electron momentum transfer 𝒒𝒒  on their 

corresponding orbital orientations.136 Thus, the orientation dependence of the experimental 

results in Fig. 1(d) indicates the presence of π bonds parallel to the c axis and not in other 

crystallographic directions, consistent with B in BO3 planar sites. 

4.3. Discussion  

4.3.1. B dopant structures by DFT 

 The projected augmented wave (PAW) method112 as implemented in the ab initio total 

energy program VASP (Vienna ab-initio simulation package)113 was used for spin polarized 

lattice relaxation. Rotationally invariant in LSDA+U was employed84 to correct the strong 

electronic correlation among localized Cr 3d electrons with Coulomb repulsion parameters U = 
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4.0 eV and on-site exchange J = 0.58 eV, which provide excellent description of the Cr2O3 bulk 

properties, including lattice parameters, magnetism and bandgap.84,139 A 2×2×1 120-atom 

supercell was built with kinetic energy cutoff of 520 eV and 4×4×2 Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh. We 

employed the theoretical lattice parameters, and only optimized the internal degree of freedom 

after introducing defects in the supercell. The Hellmann-Feynman forces were converged to 

0.001 eV/Å. 

Figure 4.3 shows B dopant structures simulated by DFT. Three possible B dopant 

positions are considered, which in Kroger-Vink notation are 𝐵𝐵𝑂𝑂, 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 and 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖, or B substituting for 

O, B substituting for Cr, and B at an interstitial site, where we do not specify the charge state 

explicitly. For 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟, the substituted Cr can either escape the bulk Cr2O3 lattice and migrate to the 

surface (creating a Cr vacancy), or move to nearby interstitial sites (creating a 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟-𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 Frenkel 

pair), which implies two possible 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟variants. Possible B pairs are also considered. All of these 

structures have formation energy difference within ~3 eV under possible experimental chamber 

oxygen partial pressures, calculated using the Zhang-Northrup formalism,140 following 

approaches used by Jacobs.141 As illustrated in Figure 4.3, after relaxation the B local bonding 

can be summarized into two categories. One is the BCr4 tetrahedra, and the other one is various 

BO3 triangles, some with B slightly shifted out of plane. All the BO3 triangle structures are 

normal to the c-axis, which matches with the EELS analysis in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.3. All possible B dopant structures from DFT calculations and corresponding B K edge 

EELS from multiple scattering simulations. Kroger-Vink notation is used for all the defect types 

and the brackets indicate the substituted Cr at neighboring interstitial sites. The black 

arrows in the images show the two possible interstitial sites for the substituted Cr. 

4.3.2. Functional BCr4 concentration by EELS fitting 

 Right side image in Figure 4.3 shows EELS simulated from the relaxed dopants models 

using the multiple-scattering method implemented in the FEFF code.117 The simulated B K edges 

of various BO3 structures have similar characteristics, with two primary peaks at about 194 eV 

(π) and 203 eV (σ) with the beam along [112�0] and almost zero 194 eV peaks with the beam 

along [0001]. The EELS simulations match with Sauer’s experimental EELS results134 on B K 

edges in various borates and B doped Cr-Fe oxides, in which “fingerprint” 193.6 eV and 204 eV 

B K edge features were observed in different compounds containing BO3. Overall, in most 

oxides the excited atom is surrounded by strong backscattering O atoms, so the EELS is 

dominated by scattering events within the first neighbors of the O. Thus, the near edge features 
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can be explained by a molecular orbital approach. As in the experiments, BCr4 can be identified 

by its distinct π∗ / σ∗ ratios, especially for [0001] B K edges. 

 In principle, if the sample contains B in several different sites, the experimental spectrum 

should be a linear combination of the simulated spectra in Figure 4.3. However, attempts to 

extract the populations of B in various states by multiple linear least squares (MLLS) fitting of 

experimental data to simulated spectra were not satisfactory because the MLLS approach overfit 

the noise in the experiment and because the background away from the primary π∗  and σ∗ 

features is not well reproduced in the simulations. 

 As an alternate approach, we have quantified the π∗  / σ∗  ratio in experiment and 

simulations, then determined the linear combination of simulated spectra which reproduce just 

the intensity ratio of these strongest features in the spectrum. The π∗ / σ∗ ratio was extracted by 

fitting Gaussian peaks to the experimental spectra (red dashed lines in Figure 4.2). The ratio of 

the area under π∗ Gaussian g1 to the area under the σ∗ Gaussian g2 is 0.27 and 0.41 for the [0001] 

EELS and the [112�0] EELS, respectively. Fitting the experiment required a third Gaussian at 

higher energy, g3, which is present in the EELS simulations as well. However, the 𝑔𝑔3 peak is 

very weak and difficult to reproduce quantitatively for the multiple scattering EELS simulation 

method used in this study, and it is less sensitive to B local structures. A similar method was 

used to obtain the fraction of BO3 planar rings in complex B glasses, with the assumpution that 

all the BO3 structures have exactly the same K edges despite different bond lengths and bond 

angles.134,135 Our simulations in Figure 4.3 show that all the BO3 have the same peak positions, 

but the relative intensity ratio differs siginificantly due to different bond angles.  
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Figure 4.4. (a) Fitted BCr4 / total B (%) from linear combination of simulated BCr4 K edges with 

each possible BO3 K edges to reproduce the experimental 𝛑𝛑 / 𝛔𝛔 ratios, (b) Fitting example of BCr4 

(#1) with a distorted BO3 (#2), (c) Fitting example of BCr4 (#1) with a planer BO3 (#5). 

 Figure 4.4 shows the linear combination weights for the BCr4 spectrum with each of the 

possible BO3 defects which reproduces the experimental π∗  / σ∗  ratios in both orientations. 

Example spectra of BCr4 with a distorted BO3 (#2) and with a planar BO3 (#5) are shown in 

Figure 4.4(b) and Figure 4.4(c), respectively. All of the possible BO3 defects yield acceptable 
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matches to the experimental data, and it is difficult to distinguish between them on the basis of 

fine structure. As a result, we focus on setting bounds on the BCr4 / total B ratio as shown in 

Figure 4.4(a), since BCr4 is the species which increases the magnetic exchange interaction of the 

Cr119. The simulation uncertainty is estimated by comparing the calculated  π∗ / σ∗ ratios with 

the experimental π∗ / σ∗ ratios of the well-defined cubic BN (sp3) and hexagonal BN (sp2). Both 

fitting and simulation uncertainty were incorporated into the linear combination to get the BCr4 

fitting uncertainty, as shown in Figure 4.5.  

 

Figure 4.5. Comparison of simulated EELS with experiment EELS of hexagonal BN and cubic BN. 

𝛑𝛑 / 𝛔𝛔 ratio of hexagonal BN is 21.76% (experiment) and 23.51% (simulation), which results in an 

error of 8.4%. The 𝝅𝝅 / 𝝈𝝈 ratios of cubic BN are close to zero for both experiment and simulation.   

4.3.3. Exchange energies of B dopant structures 

 Figure 4.4 shows that the BCr4 / total B ratio in the B doped Cr2O3 film is between 12% 

and 43%. This means that the a majority of the B in the sample does not participate in the BCr4 

tetrahedral bonding that has been shown to increase the exchange coupling of the neighboring 

Cr119. The exchange energy of B dopant structures for the given ion i, 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 can be calculated by the 

energy difference between the magnetic ground state and the state with a reversed local magnetic 
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moment on the ion i. The exchange energy on atom i is also given by 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  in the classical 

Heisenberg model, where 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are the exchange coupling constants. To find the magnetic ground 

state, we followed the procedure used by Mu119. The calculated exchange energy of bulk Cr2O3 

is 116 meV in this work, matching well with previous calculation of 120 meV.119 BO3 defects do 

not increase the exchange coupling in any charge state according to DFT calculations. Table 4.1 

shows the calculated exchange energies for selected BO3 defects, all of which are similar to the 

bulk Cr2O3 exchange energy of 120 meV.119 A complete analysis of the defect formation 

energies and defect populations as a function of thermodynamic variables will be included in the 

following sections, so Table 4.1 reports just the BO3 defects with the lowest formations energies 

as a function of the position of the Fermi level. With reference to the labels in Figure 2, these 

defects are #4 with charge +3, and #5 with neutral charge, charge -1, and charge -2. 

Although we have not investigated the effect of B directly on the Cr2O3 surface 

magnetization, neither type of BO3 defect is likely to be beneficial for magnetoelectric switching 

of exchange bias ferromagnets on doped Cr2O3. These results may shed some light on the 

difficulty of integrating B-doped Cr2O3 into functioning magnetoelectric devices. They may also 

suggest processing paths to make more efficient use of B: suppressing BO3 defects in favor of 

BCr4 defects should raise the Néel temperature at constant B content or enable similar Néel 

temperatures to be achieved at lower B content. Co-doping is another potential strategy to 

stabilize the desirable BCr4 defects. 
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B nearest 
Cr ions 

#5 
Neutral 

#5 
Charge -1 

#5 
Charge -2 

#4 
Charge +3 

1 133 187 169 183 
2 133 129 140 83 
3 133 143 191 101 
4 84 83 125 105 
5 84 124 120 101 
6 84 83 83 96 
7 134 133 135 96 
8 134 139 228 96 
9 134 86 168 102 
10 115 109 102 119 

 

Table 4.1. Exchange energies 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 in meV of B nearest Cr neighbors for all lowest energy BO3 dopant 

states as a function of the position of the Fermi level inside the bandgap. Defects are referred to by 

the labels on the structures in Figure 4.3. 

4.3.4. Fractional concentration of B dopant structures as a function of oxygen partial 

pressure 

 The formation energy is calculated according to Zhang-Northrup formalism140  

                                      ΔEform =  𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇
𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞 −  𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇

𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 −  ∑ Δ𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 µ𝑖𝑖 − Δ𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒µ𝑒𝑒                                  (8)                

Where 𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇
𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞 and 𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇

𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 are total energies of the perfect and defect (B doped) supercells, µ𝑖𝑖 is 

the chemical potential of atomic species i. Δ𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 is the number of atoms i added to create the defect. 

Negative Δ𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖  represents atoms i removed. Δ𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒  is the number of electrons added. µ𝑒𝑒  is the 

chemical potential of an electron, which can be defined by choosing a Fermi level 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 within the 

bandgap relative to the valence-band maximum of the perfect crystal. Here, Total energies 𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇
𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞 

and 𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇
𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑  is used in place of corresponding free energies, assuming that the vibrational 
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contributions cancel between the perfect and defect cells, and that pressure and temperature 

dependent terms are negligible for solids.102 

 Chemical potential of O is calculated following the approach used by Lee101 and takes the 

form  

                µ𝑂𝑂
𝑂𝑂2 =  1

2
 �𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂2

𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 +  Δℎ𝑂𝑂2
0 + 𝑎𝑎(𝑇𝑇,𝑃𝑃0) − 𝑎𝑎(𝑇𝑇0,𝑃𝑃0) − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇,𝑃𝑃0) + 𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 In( 𝑉𝑉

𝑉𝑉0
)�            (9) 

where 𝑎𝑎𝑂𝑂2
𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 is the T = 0 K VASP energy of an O2 gas molecule. Δℎ𝑂𝑂2

0  is a numerical correction 

for the DFT overbinding problems. 𝑎𝑎(𝑇𝑇0,𝑃𝑃0) and 𝑎𝑎(𝑇𝑇,𝑃𝑃0) are the gas enthalpy at standard and 

general temperatures (𝑇𝑇0  = 298.15 K and 𝑃𝑃0  = 1 atm). 𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇,𝑃𝑃0)  is the gas entropy, and 

𝑎𝑎(𝑇𝑇,𝑃𝑃0) − 𝑎𝑎(𝑇𝑇0,𝑃𝑃0) − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑇𝑇,𝑃𝑃0) in Eq. (9) are the free energy per O of O2 gas relative to the 

gas enthalpy at 𝑇𝑇0 and 𝑃𝑃0. The logarithmic term is the adjustment of the chemical potential for 

arbitrary pressure. These values are obtained experimentally and extrapolated by polynomial fits 

from Ref 139.142 Δℎ𝑂𝑂2
0  is obtained from fitting experimental formation enthalpy following 

approach used by Wang.143 The thermal decomposition of decaborane yields elemental B and H2 

gas under temperature range of 500-1000 °C. The growth temperature is 700 °C. Therefore, the 

partial pressure of oxygen can be derived from the partial pressure of H2 and H2O through the 

reaction equilibrium 2𝑎𝑎2 + 1𝑂𝑂2
 
↔  2𝑎𝑎2𝑂𝑂 at 700 °C. B is solids at 700 °C, so H2 partial pressure 

is approximated by the measured gas pressure, and H2O pressure is assumed to be higher than 

the chamber base pressure (10-9 torr). The upper bound of PO2 is obtained by full decomposition 

of B10H14, while the lower bound of PO2 is estimated by partial decomposition of B10H14. With 

the equilibrium of O between O2  gas and Cr2O3, one can express the relevant Cr chemical 

potential as a function of Cr2O3 cohesive energy and O chemical potential: 

                                                        µ𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟
𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟2𝑂𝑂3 = 1

2
 (𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟2𝑂𝑂3

𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 − 3µ𝑂𝑂
𝑂𝑂2)                                                 (10) 
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 B is solid at the growth temperature, so zero temperature total energy of hexagonal B 

phase is used as an initial B chemical potential, and the calculated formation energy for each B 

dopant type as a function of Fermi level and charge states are plotted in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 formation energy of each B dopant state as a function of charge state and Fermi level. T 

= 1000 K is used in calculation, which is the PLD growth temperature. 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝟐𝟐  = 1e-28 atm (full 

decomposition of B10H14) and µ𝑩𝑩 is temporarily referred to total energy of solid B. 

 The concentration of each B dopant type can be expressed as  

                                                            𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 =  𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖exp (−ΔEform
𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇

)                                                     (11) 

where 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎 is the number of sites per unit volume that the dopant can occupy. Figure 4.7 is a sum-

up of all the B dopant concentrations, which is a function of the chemical potential of B. µ𝐵𝐵
𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟2𝑂𝑂3 

can be obtained by fitting total B concentration to experiment B doping level. 
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Figure 4.7. Auto fitting of the chemical potential of Boron to the experimental B doping level.  

 Summing the concentration from acceptor-type dopants (negative charge) and donor-type 

dopants (positive charge) along their compensating electrons and holes gives the condition of 

charge neutrality: 

                                                              ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 = [𝑒𝑒−] − [ℎ+]                                                  (12) 

where 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖  is the charge state for dopant i, [𝑒𝑒−] and [ℎ+] are electron and hole concentrations 

determined by bandgap and Fermi level. Eq. (12) is solved following the approach used by 

Jacobs 141 that yields a single self-consistent value for the Fermi energy and equilibrium that 

ensures both charge neutrality and electron/hole mass action. Here, we set Eq. (12) as a function 

of B chemical potentials to fit the experiment B doping level 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵:   

                                                                  ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =  𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵                                                                (13) 

In this way, Fermi level is determined and relative concentration for each B dopant type can be 

calculated. The result shows an equilibrium Fermi level at 1.69 eV and nearly 100% 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 relative 

concentration, which can be readily viewed by much lower formation energy of 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 , as it is 

shown in Figure 4.6. The 100% 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 / total B from formation energy calculations contradicts the 
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EELS results in this experiment. In addition, as shown in table 4.1, 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟  does not change the 

exchange energy, which also contradicts the increased magnetic ordering temperature in the B 

doped Cr2O3 films.  

 Here, we believe that the 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 state is trapped at one of the 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟(𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖) state, which means 

that although the formation energy of 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟  is low, the substituted Cr is trapped at nearby 

interstitial positions that escaping the Cr2O3 lattice to form 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 is difficult. The same calculation 

is done without 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟. The calculated BCr4 concentration is plotted in Figure 4.7 as a function of 

oxygen partial pressure and charge state. Assuming the complete decomposition of B10H14 

background gas, the lowest oxygen partial pressure derived from 2𝑎𝑎2 + 1𝑂𝑂2
 
↔  2𝑎𝑎2𝑂𝑂 

equilibrium is 10-28 atm. The effective oxygen pressure can be higher with partial decomposition 

of B10H14 background gas.  

 
Figure 4.7. Fractional concentration of B dopant / total B as a function of oxygen partial pressure. 
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 As is shown in Figure 4.7, the maximum BO / total B is about 50%. Further increase of 

this value requires much lower PO2 that will make Cr2O3 unstable. At PO2 ~10-25 atm, there is a 

transition of charge state of BO dopant. Lower than this critical PO2 value, BO is charge -1, while 

BO is charge -2 with oxygen partial pressure higher than 10-25 atm. Table 4.2 shows the exchange 

energy of charge -1 and charge -2 state of BO. Both 𝐵𝐵′′𝑂𝑂  and 𝐵𝐵′𝑂𝑂  increases the exchange energy, 

but 𝐵𝐵′′𝑂𝑂  frustrate the bulk antiferromagnetic order of Cr2O3, which might introduce potential 

problem as the boundary magnetism would be compromised in some local regions. This gives 

rise to an optimized oxygen partial pressure window for B doping (yellow area in Figure 4.7), in 

which maximum amount of B dopant is functional in terms of increasing the magnetic ordering 

temperature without compromising the bulk antiferromagnetic order of Cr2O3. 

B nearest Cr neighbors 𝐵𝐵𝑂𝑂′ (AFM) 𝐵𝐵𝑂𝑂′′ (AFM) 𝐵𝐵𝑂𝑂′′ (GS) 

1 624 210 737 

2 275 -95 269 

3 386 484 325 

4 556 265 351 

5 121 122 126 

6 119 118 117 
 

Table 4.2. Exchange energies 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 in meV of 𝑩𝑩𝑷𝑷′ and𝑩𝑩𝑷𝑷′′. AFM is the bulk antiferromagnetic state of 

Cr2O3. 𝑩𝑩𝑷𝑷′′ has ground state (GS) that reverse the spin of one of the Cr neighbors.  

4.4. Conclusion 

 In summary, by a combination of EELS fine structure and DFT simulations, we have 

shown that B-doped Cr2O3 contains approximately 70% B in BO3 triangles and 30% B in BCr4 
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tetrahedra. BO3 do not increase the exchange coupling. However, the B occupying BCr4 

tetrahedra are sufficient to substantially increase the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature by 

more than 25%, and recognizing the existence of the BO3 defects opens pathways to engineering 

more efficient use of B to increase the Néel temperature. 
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5. Voltage induced oxygen migration in GdOx/Co/Pt with 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 

5.1. Motivations 

 Oxygen migration induced tuning of material properties is an important tool both for 

understanding fundamental structural origins and for the potential technological applications. 

Striking new effects are increasingly reported in recent years. It was demonstrated that metal-

insulator transition can be significantly suppressed to low temperatures in VO2/Ion liquid 

structures due to migration of oxygen.144,145 Devices failure by localized conductive channel in 

TaOx was observed as irreversible radial oxygen migration.27 Interface oxygen migration was 

reported to modify the switching properties, realizing stable three-state nonvolatile memory 

devices in Pt/BTO/NSTO systems.146 By manipulating migration of subsurface oxygen defects, 

structure and properties of metal-oxide interfaces can be changed.147 Among the above effects, 

one of the most important applications of oxygen migration lies in the exploring of energy-

efficient, non-volatile and high-density memory devices. One intense research focus is the 

resistive random memory, which is generally based on the resistance change of oxides by 

voltage-induced oxygen migration. A large number of insulating oxides based devices with 

resistance switching has been recently reported, including ZnO,148,149 TiOx,150–152 WOx,153 

BN,154 SrTiO3,155 HfOx,156–158 TaOx,159 BiFeO3,160 and so on. The other one is oxygen migration 

induced perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), which is also an indispensable constituent in 

spin torque transfer magnetic random access memories.161 With pioneering studies on oxygen 

induced magnetic anisotropy crossover in Pt/Co/AlOx trilayers and reversible PMA in 
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Pt/Co/GdOx systems,28,162 oxygen migration induced magneto-ionic interactions has attracted 

increasing interest.24,31,163–165  

 X-ray spectroscopies are widely used to probe oxidation process in voltage induced 

oxygen migration, which generally benefits from easy sample preparation and high energy 

resolution. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 

were widely used to study partial oxidization of Co that results in PMA in Co/AlOx systems.28,166 

XPS measurements are surface sensitive, the spectra give the chemical information on the 

topmost monolayer that was used to study many surface oxygen effects like interfacial oxygen 

migration induced magnetic anisotropy in Co/MgO systems.31 Companied by X-ray magnetic 

circular dichroism, XAS shows depth-dependent oxidization difference of a 15 nm Co film by 

comparing as-grown, thermal treatment and thermal plus electric treatment in 

Pd/AlOx/GdOx/Co/Pd systems.24 With recent study on X-ray absorption spectromicroscopy, 

sub-micrometers oxygen migration feature of oxygen interstitials and vacancies were resolved 

that elucidates the voltage and thermal diffusion induced oxygen migration in TaOx based 

devices.27 However, low spatial resolution in X-ray spectroscopies keeps the main limit in 

understanding local oxidization information. Especially in recent oxides/ferromagnet/heavy-

metal systems,24,162 the voltage driven oxygen migration is unclear due to the modulated electron 

screening potential as a function of oxidization process in the ferromagnet layer,24 which is 

companied by thermal diffusion3 and complicated by interfacial barrier23, oxygen defects7,10 and 

the evolution of spatial heterogeneity.151,154,156  
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5.2. Experiment and discussions 

5.2.1. STEM EELS of oxygen migration effect under voltage   

 The ABF STEM image of as grown GdOx/Co/Pt/SiOx is shown on the top left side of 

Figure 5.1. The GdOx/Co interface is rough, resulting in a significant overlap of Co and GdOx 

through the STEM sample thickness.  

 Bottom left images in Figure 5.1 are high magnification ABF STEM images of 

GdOx/Co/Pt/SiOx layers. Together with the as grown sample (#1), as grown samples with 

different applied voltages are studied, including negative 5 V for 15 min (sample #2), negative 5 

V for 60 min (sample #3) and negative 5 V for 60 min plus positive 5 V for 30 min (sample #4).  

Gd and Co EELS mapping of sample #3 is shown on the right side of bottom left images. Gd and 

Co EELS mapping of #1, #2 and #4 has no significant difference despite a slight change in the 

thickness of Co layers, which is as expected due to a considerable amount of oxygen driven into 

Co. The GdOx/Co roughness can be viewed as a ~2nm region with superimposed Co and Gd 

intensity in the EELS mapping. 

 Oxygen has much smaller atomic size, the voltage induced migration of oxygen ions is 

plotted as EELS qualifications shown in the middle part of Figure 5.1. As grown sample (#1) 

shows in-plane magnetic anisotropy. Under negative voltage, oxygen ion is driven into Co from 

GdOx, gradually oxidizing Co from GdOx/Co interface to Co/Pt interface. With optimized time 

under negative voltage, Co shows out-of-plane anisotropy (sample #2). Overexposure to negative 

voltage will continue oxidizing Co. No PMA can be observed for samples with negative voltage 

longer than ~60 min (sample #3). Positive voltage drives oxygen out of Co, gradually reducing 

Co from Co/Pt interface to GdOx/Co interface. PMA reoccurs when Co is partially reduced at 

Co/Pt interface (sample #4). Detailed magnetic properties of various sample thickness and 
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voltage effects are reported elsewhere. A schematic illustration of sample under voltage is drawn 

on the right side of Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1. (left) ABF STEM EDS images of GdOx/Co/Pt/SiOx samples under different voltage 

histories. (Middle) EELS quantification. (right) schematic illustration of oxygen migration under 

applied voltage. 

5.2.2. Origin of out of plane anisotropy 

 ~0.5 nm thick nearly metallic Co at Co/Pt interfaces can be observed from the EELS 

quantification of sample #2 due to the gradual oxidization process from top GdOx/Co to bottom 

Co/Pt interfaces, which is further confirmed by Co L edges shown in Figure 5.2. Co L edges are 

normalized to GdOx O K edge at 535 eV. Gradual shift of Co L edges to lower energy loss can 

be seen, indicating decreasing oxidation state from GdOx/Co to Co/Pt interfaces.  
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Figure 5.2. Line profile of Cr L-edges and O K-edges of sample (#2). Cr L edge shows a gradual 

shift to lower energy from Gd/Co interface to Co/Pt interface.   

 The corresponding O K edges ELENS are shown on the right side of Figure 5.2. Except 

for the GdOx O K edge that is calibrated at 535 eV, two primary peaks can be seen, which is 

marked as peak b and c. O K edges in Co oxides are related to the hybridization of O 2p and Co 

3d states,167 which shows high sensitivity to the filling of Co 3d states. Peak b is widely reported 

to originate from empty Co eg bands.168,169 When Co 3d t2g states are occupied and the eg levels 

are unoccupied, a charge transfer occurs between filled O 2p sates and unfilled Co eg orbitals, 

creating O 2p holes that allows EELS electron transition between O 1s and uncopied O 2p states, 

which gives rise to peak b.  

 As it is shown in Figure 5.2, peak b is weak close to Co/Pt interface, its intensity 

increases toward GdOx/Co interface. The presence of peak b is sometimes attributed to the low 

spin state of Co oxides, which can be understood as the competition between two close values of 

Co ions, i.e, crystal field and exchange splitting.168–171 Hybridization between O 2p and Cr 3d 
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states modifies the energy of Cr 3d orbitals, introducing crystal field effect that favors 3d orbital 

anisotropy. If orbital anisotropy energy exceeds the exchange splitting, electrons will firstly 

populate 2g orbital and leave the upper d orbital vacant. Otherwise, the upper d bands will be 

increasingly occupied that decreases charge transfer between O 2p and Co 3d states. So, peak b 

is often related to high 3d anisotropy.172  

 On the other hand, strong 3d orbital anisotropy is often reported as the cause of PMA in 

Co/oxides system.26,28,173–177 Most of them involve Co–O interfacial bonding that can be viewed 

as an effective uniaxial crystal field acting on the interface Co atoms. As a result, the 3d orbitals 

pointing normal to the interface is energetically favorable over 3d orbitals with in-plan 

symmetry.26,28,32,172 

 Here, we believe the presence of peak b is from the increasing oxidization state of Co. 

Although the L3/L2 ratio of Co L edges had no clear dependence on the oxidation state of Co,167  

Co L edges show clear shift to higher energy that is closely related to the intensity of peak b. The 

change of orbital anisotropy is reported to have no significant effect on the Co L edges.168,169 

With more number of nearest O neighbors to Co, the upper d bands get vacant from increasing 

electron transfer from Co 3d to O 2p orbitals. One typical example of it is CoO and Co3O4. Weak 

O preedge (peak b in this experiment) can be found in CoO. With increasing oxidization state, 

Co3O4 shows strong O preedge.167 

 The above results indicate that the effect of negative voltage can be understood as 

reducing the thickness of metallic Co on the Co/Pt interfaces. As the Co/Pt interfacial magnetic 

anisotropy tends to be out of plane while the magnetic anisotropy of bulk Co tends to be in plane, 

interfacial anisotropy is more favorable down to a critical thickness and PMA appears.  
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5.2.3. Intermediate PMA state 

 PMA disappears due to the loss of ferromagnetism, as can be seen in Figure 5.1 (sample 

#3) that increasing time under negative voltage will oxidize interfacial Co, which is confirmed 

by the corresponding magnetic hysteresis loop.178 With more oxygen nearest neighbors, super 

exchange interaction between two Co ions through hybridization of Co-O-Co tends to align the 

Co spins antiparallel. Both CoO and and Co3O4 are antiferromagnetic.  

 With positive voltage (sample #4), O migrates towards GdOx/Co interface. Different 

from the O migration under negative voltage into metallic Co (sample #2), no significant 

screening effect is expected as the whole Co layer is oxidized (sample #3). A nearly 

homogeneous shift of O concentration would be expected. The diffusion of O is still toward 

Co/Pt interface. In the end, it gives rise to a sharper O concentration boundary, as shown in 

Figure 5.1. Co L edges are shown in Figure 5.3, which corroborates an abrupt oxidization 

boundary in the Co layer.  

 

Figure 5.3. Line profile of Cr L-edges and O K-edges of sample (#4).  
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 After positive voltage, EELS quantification of sample #3 shows significant O at Co/Pt 

interface. The corresponding O K edges is shown in Figure 5.3, which indicates the clear feature 

of CoOx at the Co/Pt. As Co above interfacial CoOx is almost reduced, O keeps trapped 

surrounded by increasingly conductive Co above and Pt below, screening the electric field. This 

indicates a two-step process of oxygen migration under positive voltage. At the very beginning, 

interfacial O migration is less significant than O above it. O trapped at interface or grain 

boundary are widely reported.24 Interface defects can also be responsible. When the electric field 

screening gets effective by gradually reducing Co layer above the interface, interfacial oxygen 

will be increasingly trapped. A schematically illustration is shown in Figure 5.3.  

 Very interestingly, with a combination of negative and positive voltage, sample #3 shows 

even larger PMA value.178 Since the PMA comes from interface effects, the observed interfacial 

oxygen is one potential contribution. Despite the weak spin orbital coupling, large PMA was 

reported at transition metal/Pt interfaces with optimized interfacial O,28,179–182 which favors from 

strong perpendicular orbital anisotropy induced by hybridization between O-Pz and transition 

metal dxz(yz) states. The bonding between transition metal 3d and O 2p orbitals can give rise to 

a PMA even stronger than transition metal/Pt interfaces.174,183 On the other hand, the upper 

interface, i,e, CoOx/Co is another potential origin of increased PMA, as sample #3 has a sharper 

oxidization boundary which might favor interfacial bonding that splits 3d orbitals similar to the 

Co-O bonding at the bottom Co/Pt interface.  

5.3. Conclusion 

 STEM EELS study showed the oxygen migration that is related to the reversible control 

of PMA in GdOx/Co/Pt multilayers. Oxygen mapping of samples that undergo different voltage 

histories indicates a reversible migration of oxygen under positive and negative voltage that is 
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responsible for the interfacial PMA. Residual oxygen was found at the interface for the 

intermediate PMA state, which probably comes from the Co/Pt interface trapped oxygen and 

sharp oxygen boundary in the GdOx/Co interface. Interface residual oxygen is formed by a two-

step process which can be described as firstly trapping oxygen at interface defect and then 

screening effect by the conductive surroundings. The results shed light on fundamental 

mechanism of reversible oxygen migration under synergistic voltage effect and thermal diffusion. 
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6. Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy thin films 

6.1. Introduction 

 Magnetic thin films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are easy to 

magnetize along a direction normal to the film surface, which has promising applications as 

vertical magnetic recording devices, like the high-performance MTJ and STT memories. Vertical 

recording greatly increases storage density by reducing self-demagnetization. To achieve PMA 

in thin films, one must overcome shape anisotropy, which is achieved by either strong bulk PMA 

or interfacial PMA from exchange coupled ferromagnets. PMA was first observed in 

ferromagnetic noble metals multiplayers.184,185 The broken symmetry at the multiplayer 

interfaces can cause additional anisotropy. Recently, manipulation of d orbitals state has widely 

reported, which generally involves with tuning the orbital anisotropy, with spin-orbital coupling 

that eventually favors perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. 

 STEM EELS have the advantage of high spatial resolution, which is superior to most 

techniques based on X-rays.127–133 With the recent advent of complicated multiplayer PMA 

systems that interfaces are always the key focus, STEM EELS has been increasingly used as an 

analytical technique in revealing the relation between magnetic performance and structure 

properties. Here, state-of-art aberration corrected STEM EELS characterization will be used to 

study several recent popular PMA systems.  

6.2. CoFeB/MgO interfacial PMA  

 To support large PMA and tunneling magnetoresistance, CoFeB/MgO is one of the most 

promising structures that enables super-low energy switching through voltage controlled 

magnetic anisotropy. PMA arises from the CoFeB/MgO interface anisotropy, and interfacial 
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anisotropy is sufficient to produce magnetic stability for dimensions below 20 nm.186 For 

practical applications, CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJ needs to maintain the structure integrity at high 

temperature. The requirement for thermal stability requires careful engineering of heavy metal 

layer. On the other hand, lithography based patterning is important toward device fabrication. 

Edge damage is the primary concern to reduce device variability.  

 Figure 6.1 is the cross section images of full CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJ on W (a-c) and Ta 

(d-f). Figure 6.1(c) and (f) are EDS mapping, in which Fe is in green, Mg is in blue and W(Ta) is 

in red. Figure 6.1(a-b) and (d-e) are ABF STEM images of MTJ on W and Ta. Different from Ta 

electrode, W has diffused interface after annealing, as can be clearly viewed by both STEM 

images and EDS mapping. This results in the collapse of tunneling resistance in W MTJ after 

prolonged annealing.187 Furthermore, no crystalline structure can be observed in the MgO layers 

on W after annealing. For Ta electrode, sharp interface and sizeable lattice fringes in MgO are 

visible, indicating god crystallinity of the MgO barrier.  

 

Figure 6.1. Cross sectional ABF STEM EDS images of W pMTJs (a-c) and Ta pMTJs (d-f) 
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 For patterning CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB p-MTJs into devices, cell variability originating from 

edge defect and damage to the MgO layers yields local changes in the barrier resistance, 

affecting data retention. Figure 6.2(a) are HAADF STEM image of the patterned 

CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB p-MTJs. Figure 6.2(b) is the high magnification ABF STEM image. MgO 

maintains good crystallinity after patterning. Figure 6.2(c) shows the EELS mapping of one 

single cell of the p-MTJ, in which Carbon is plotted in blue, Mg in red and Mo in green. Clear 

edge damage can be viewed as a mixture of colors at the edge, which is probably from the back 

re-deposition. Therefore, the observed device variability mainly comes from the edge damage, 

not from the damage to MgO. 
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Figure 6.2. (a) HAADF STEM image of patterned CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB junctions. (b) ABF STEM 

image of single MTJ cell. (c) EELS mapping of single MTJ cell.  

6.3. Strain induced PMA in Tm3Fe5O12/Gd3Ga5O12 

 Ferromagnetic insulator thin films with PMA have emerged as an important component 

of spintronic devices. Ferrimagnetic Tm3Fe5O12 (TIG) is an excellent insulator and showed 

promising applications on the spin pumping, spin seebeck and proximity effects. To facilitate 

advances in spin current effect that ensures efficient spin transmission across the TIG/heavy 

metal interface to realize spin orbit torque, TIG with PMA is required. However, TIG films 

generally have an in-plane anisotropy which is dominated by shape anisotropy. It was showed 

that TIG possesses PMA from magnetoelectric anisotropy, in which stress-induced anisotropy 

field overcomes the shape anisotropy. TIG has a negative large magnetostriction constant. A 

small in-plane tensile train of +0.49% would give rise to a theoretical anisotropy field as large as 

+25 KOe.188 Here, TIG film is grown on Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrate by PLD.17 TIG film has to 

be strained without any relaxation from either interface misfit dislocations, grain boundaries or 

defects. (S)TEM is conducted to study both the TIG/GGG interface and TIG films.  

 The most common mechanism of strain relaxation is through interface misfit dislocations. 

When the film thickness goes beyond the critical thickness, interface misfit dislocations can be 

observed. According to equation (6), the necessary spacing of interface misfit dislocations (022) 

for total compensation of the mismatch is 1058 nm. Phase contrast TEM image is first conducted 

to search for dislocations with distance larger than 1058 nm. Typical (S)TEM image of 

TIG/GGG is shown in left side Figure 6.3. No dislocations were found. The SAD pattern of both 

film and substrate are shown at the middle of Figure 6.3, which also indicates a fully coherent 
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film. HAADF STEM was used to investigate the TIG/GGG, as shown on the right side of Figure 

6.3. Sharpe interface can be found, which shows a perfect epitaxial growth. 

  

Figure 6.3. (left) TEM image of TIG/GGG films. (middle) Zone axis diffraction patterns of both 

substrate and film. (right) HAADF STEM image the TIG/GGG interface. 

 Although no interface defect was found, particle-like dark contrast in the TIG films can 

be found by HAADF STEM imaging. The dark contrast gradually disappears with decreasing 

electron scattering angles by increasing camera lengths (Figure 6.4), which indicates the dark 

contrast comes from atomic numbers, not strain field. This was confirmed by EELS mapping in 

Figure 6.5. The particle-like contrast is Tm poor and Fe rich, which probably works to relax part 

of the misfit strain while keeping the rest TIG film high structurally quality to maintain PMA. 

Good magnetic performance of the same TIG/GGG film in the STEM EELS images are reported 

eleswehre.17 
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Figure. 6.4. Particle-like dark contrast in the TIG films by STEM images as a function of camera 

lengths. 
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Figure. 6.5. EELS mapping of (a) Tm, (b) Fe and (c) O on one of the particle-like contrast in the 

TIG film.  

6.4. PMA from metastable tetragonal Ru 

 The hexagonal-closed-packed (hcp) and face-centered-cubic (fcc) phase is the most stable 

phases of Ru, with energy difference at 0.07 eV / atom. Odkhuu showed that another metastable 

body-centered-tetragonal (bct) phase also exists. The bct Ru shows strong PMA with 

magnetocrystalline anisotropy two orders of magnitude larger than that traditional 3d metals. 

PMA with low magnetism and high anisotropy is desired for spin orbital torque devices. The 

tetragonal Ru phase would be ideal PMA material.  

 Here Ru is grown on Mo substrate with interface misfit strain that is used to achieve 

metastable phases of Ru. The general in-plan strain will cause either increase or decrease of the 

out-of-plane lattice parameters, which can be simply described as Poisson’s ratio. Figure 6.6 is 

the HAADF STEM image of Ru/Mo. High quality Ru film with excellent epitaxy can be seen. 

Unconventional lattice distortion of Ru can be also viewed, which can be described as a shift of 

every another (11�0) planes that gives rise to distortion hexagons as shown on the right side of 

Figure 6.6.  
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Figure 6.6. HAADF STEM images of Ru/Mo. 

 HAADF STEM image of Ru/Mo interface is shown on the left side of Figure 6.7. 

Distortion of Ru lattice can be clearly viewed across the interface. High-precision HAADF 

STEM experiments were acquired following approaches developed by Yankovich.189 The image 

series was acquired 300 frames using 512 x 512 pixels and the pixel dwell time was ~2 µs, as 

shown on the right side of Figure 6.7, with 2D gaussian fitting superimposed. The distortion of 

the Ru lattice is quasi-quantified by three projected interatomic distances, which is d1, d2 and d3 

as marked in the high precision STEM images. The three interatomic distances will serve as 

quantitative reference for DFT calculations. 
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Figure 6.7. (left) HAADF STEM image of the Ru/Mo interface, in which clear lattice distortion of 

Ru can be viewed. (right) high-precision STEM with interatomic distances that quasi-quantify the 

lattice distortion of the Ru film. 

 To better understand of the origin of the unconventional lattice distortion. DFT 

calculation was performed. The projected augmented wave (PAW) method112 as implemented in 

the ab initio total energy program VASP (Vienna ab-initio simulation package)113 was used for 

lattice relaxation with GGA for exchange and correlation. Figure 6.8(a) shows the relaxed Ru 

lattice on Mo, in which similar distortion can be found. The calculated interatomic distance 

matches very good with the experimental distances obtained from high-precision STEM image in 

Figure 6.7, as shown in table 6.1. Very interestingly, when the same in-plane strain was applied 

but without Mo interface, no lattice distortion can be found. Therefore, the unconventional lattice 

distortion of Ru films is driven by the Ru/Mo interfaces. 
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Figure 6.8. DFT relaxation of (a) Ru/Mo interface and (b) Ru with the same in-pane strain but 

without Mo substrate.  

Projected atomic distance Exp (Å) DFT (Å) 

d1 502  492 

d2 512 517 

d3 486 464 

Table 6.1. Projected interatomic distances from experimental high-precision STEM and DFT 

calculations.  

6.5. PMA with FePd/Ru/FePd synthetic antiferromagnet 

 As low saturation magnetism with high anisotropy is desired for PMA, another method to 

increase the device performance is through synthetic antiferromagnet (SAF), in which two 

ferromagnetic layers are antiferromagnetically exchange coupled through a spacer. SAF was 

reported to significantly increase the switching speed and reduce the threshold switching energy 

in MTJ.190 

 FePd/Ru/FePd is one the most promising SAF candidates due to large PMA and low 

damping constant and processing temperature. The crystal structure of Ru spacer is of crucial 

importance. Here, we observed a unique fcc Ru spacer in FePd/Ru/FePd SAF that shows high 
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anisotropy and low saturation magnetization, as well as large interfacial coupling. Figure 6.9(a) 

is HAADF STEM image of the FePd/Ru/FePd SAF. The inset is magnified image of 

FePd/Ru/FePd trylayer. Figure 6.9(b) is also the FePd/Ru/FePd trylayer, but with 90˚ in-plane 

rotation. Based on the STEM images along two zone axis, fcc Ru phase can be identified, as 

shown in Figure 6.9(c). 

 
 
Figure 6.9. HAADF STEM images of (a) the FePd/Ru/FePd SAF. The inset is the magnified image 

of FePd/Ru/FePd trilayer, which shows the very clearly interface between FePd and Ru layers. (b) a 

magnified image of FePd/Ru/FePd trilayer with has 90˚ in-plane relation compared with (a). (c) and 

(d) show the theoretically predicted fcc Ru and bct FePd structures, respectively.  
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